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In the introduction to this thesis, I have discussed the 

role of RNIA polymerase 1n the transcription of genes in 

Eschericiiia Coli. Special attention is given to the functions 

of the enzyme subunits, and to the mechanisms ensuring specificity 

of transcription 	It, ±a argued that the study of genetic muts 

of E Co.i which have altered 1NA polyinerase may help to solve 

the remaining problems. 

One class Of mutants has already been studied eztensively. 

Such mutants are resistant to the antibiotic rifapicin, which 

specifically inhibits the activity of the RNA polymoraae in wild 

type strains, 

My experimental studies show that rifampicin resistance is 

recessive to rifainpicin sensitivity in suitable merodiploid 

E Coli strains. This phenomeüon has provided a basis for the 

development of a selective technique for the isolation of a new 

class of mutants, 41 , in which RNA polyrneraso activity is 

impaired, 	I describe the properties of two classes of condit— 

ional - lethal rU°  mutations. Mutations in the first class 

confer temperature sensitivity on the strain. Mutants in the 

second class have nonsense mutations which are shown to alter 

the activity of RNA polymerase in  vtjto. 

The study of the merodiploid strains which give rise to 

such mutants has yielded some information about the phenomenon 



of dozninaice of rif8  over Z,fr. 	The mutants and their parents 

have properties which permit me to draw some conclusions about 

the regulation of RNA polymerase synthesis inside the cells 
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PART 

INTPOLUgTI014  

1 	The enzymatic_pro pertieS Of f. RNAymez'a$e. 

RNA polymeraso, (stematià name; Nuc1esidotriphO5Phats 

RNA nucieotidtitranAferaSe (DNA dependent )) has been isolated 

and purified from EsCh*tchiaL CQ1i. 	(Chamberlin and Berg, 1962) 

The in vita properties of the enzyme are consistent with it 

being responsible for cellular RNA synthesis With a native 

DNA template, magnesium ions, and the tour common nucleoside 

trphoaphates as substrates, the enzyme catalyses the synthesis 

of single stranded RNA. Synthesis is dependent on the DNA 

template and the product is complementary to the sequence of 

bases 	DNA chains. 	(Chamberlin. and Berg, 1962) The 

direction of chain growth is from the 5' -hydroxyl to the 

3' -hydroxyl end of the PNA chain. 	(Maitra and Hurwitz, 

1965) tinder the appropriate conditions the enzyme can be 

shown to transcribe only one of the strands in a particular 

region of the DNA1 This asymetric synthesis may also be 

limited to specific r6gions of the DNA template; the enzyme,  

responding to specific signals in the DNA code for initiation 

and termination of transcription. 	(See below) 

1• 
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The role of RN& pglyinergse in tn, yi tracxiptiQ1 

a) vidence for uRiversa1  ro1 in ceu1grNAyithesis. 

Several drugs which specifically inhibit RNA synthesis 

nvtyhave been.shown to'act directly on the RNA polymerase. 

Those of the rifamycin group (rifampicin, (Sippel and Hartmann, 

1968) and etreptovaricin, (Yura and Igarashi, 1968)) act before 

the initiation step at transcription, whereas streptolydigin 

prevents the elongation of the RNA c.haii, 	(Schleif, 1969) 

Drug resistant mutants have altered RNA polymerases which are 

resistant to the respective drugs in vitro 	(Tocchini-Valentini, 

Marina and CoIvi3.1, 1968 Ezekiel and Hutchins, 1968; Yura and 

Igarahi, 1968, and Schleif, 1969) 	All cellular RNA synthesis 

is inhibited by these drugs and the inhibitions can be reversed 

by single mutations in the polymerase.' Thus at least the 

subunit(s) involved in the response to rifampicin, streptovaricin 

and streptolydigin are required for the synthesis of all.the 

major classes of bacterial ENA. 

Theroipf th ,E, , _C1eZIZYIne,in. bacteiioptnscript,io 

Unlike some animal viruses, no bacteriophage is known to 

carry its own RNA polymerase in the mature virus particle. Thus 

the enzyme of the bacterial host must transcribe at least those 

phage genes expressed imsdiat1y after infection. 

This is' confirmed by the observation that rifampicin 

inhibits the first appearance of phage specified RNA in all the 

DNA bacteriophages tested, however, phage Tk requires phage 

specified protein synthesis in order to express all but these 

"pro early" genes, so that inhibitors of protein synthesis such 
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as chioramphenicol inhibit the production of all phage RNA except 

the pre-early messenger species. 	In order to express the 

remaining genes, modification of the structure and subunit comp- 

ositiou.Of theNA polymerase is required. 	(Soifert,1969 

Prayers, 1970) 

Phage P7 also gives a discrete class of "early" RNAs in 

the presence of chioramphenicol. In this case however the 

requirement for protein synthesis for "late" transcription is 

duo at least in part to the synthesis of an entirely new phago. 

coded RNA. polymerase which is required for the transcription of 

the late genes. 	(Chamberlin, McGrath and Waskell, 1970) 

This enzyme is not inhibited by rifampicin so that, unlike TL 

transcription, P7 RNA synthesis becomes resistant to rifampicin 

during the course of infection, 	(Summers and Stégel, 1970) 

Tho role of RNA jo1ymeraseiji the control of bacterial 

gene. 

It is now well established that many control systems 

which govern protein synthesis from specific genos,or groups Of 

genes, act at the level of transcription. 	Separate messenger 

RNAs must therefore be synthesised for each gene or group of 

genes which is subject to such control. 	Thus a specific 

Initiation point for RNA synthesis must exist for each group of 

genes, The initiation point is pictured as being defined by 

---- 
a specific binding site for RNA 

lies just before the start of the group of structural genes from 

which protein synthesis is directed. The promoter would also 

play another important role, as the affinity of the particular 

promoter for the polymerase would govern the overall maximum 

level of expression of that group of genes. 	(Scaife and 
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Beckwith,. 1966). 	Other control systems, such as, the action 

of specific repressors (Jacob and Monod, 1961), would modulate 

this maximum level of expression by interfering with the poly-

merasé-promoter interaction or with the subsequent transcription 

event. 

It seems likely that all cellular RNA synthesis is intia 

from promoter sites. However It is not yet clear wnener tne 

orientated binding event itself defines the exact starting point 

for synthesis or whether a specific initiation site exists near 

the promoter whose base sequence determines the initiation point 

Promoter sites have been defined genetically. A mutation 

in a promotex site may. alter the overall level at which the genes 

under its control are expressed but should not alter the products 

themselves. Such mutants should be cis-dominant and should map 

just before the start of the structural genes.' Mutations 

sat1fying these criteria have been found in the 	system of 

E, Col (Ippen)  Miller, Scaife and Beckwith , and in the bacter-

iophago. (Nijkarnp, Bvre and Szybalski, 1970, Roberts, 196. 



5. 
1I STRUCTURE 

The enzyme monomlr. 

Polymeric forms of RNA pol3nneraee have often been reported. 

However it is thought that the monomer whtch sediments at 13 

represente;. the minimum functional unit 	(Richardson, 19) 

This form has a molecular wight of 3.8 x 105 Daltons. 	(Berg 

and Chamberlin, 1970) 

On treatment with 0.1% sodium dodecylsuiphate (SDS) or 

8M urea, the monomer dissociates into subunits, 	An enzyme 

preparation purified on a phosphoc1lu1oso column (core enzyme) 

yields four distinct subunits on dissociation. This was shown 

by the presence of four bands, .(, 	, pCX and 0 ) on poiy- 

ac.rilamide gel electrophoresis in the presence of BM, urea. 

(Burgess, 1969) 	The bands represent discrete polypeptides which 

cannot be dissociated further. 	Furthermore, each subunit type 

gives its own characteristic fingerprint pattern of products on 

degradation. (Zillig et al., 1970) 	By comparison with polypeptides. 

of known molecular weight, SDS gel olectrophoresis gives values of 

165,000, 155,000, 399,000  and 9,000 Daltons respectively for the 

subunits. 	The subunit co can be easily removed from the com- 

plex without any apparent alteration of the enzymatic properties 

in.vitro, 	its role, if any, in the complex ili  ivo is unknown. 

Studies of the protein content of the separated bands suggests 

that the molecule contains 2 	-subunits and one each of p' and 

This is in fair agreement with the 38 x 10 molecular weight 

values. 	(Berg and Chamberlin, 1970) 

If a phosphocellulose column step is not included in- purif- 

ication, a fifth band, a- , Is seen on the gels. This is a 
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95,000, mol. wt, component which, has been shown to be Involved 

in the specificity of transcription. 	 DUDU 

and i3autz, 1969) 	As O is cyclicsly re-used thiring transcription1  

it is not a permanent subunit of the enzyme in ViSQ. 	(Travers 

and Burgess, 1969) One equivalent of cY is found associated with 

each monomer of the bcomp1eteI*  enzyme. 

Zillig and his co-workers have developed methods permitting 

reaseociation of the separated subunits, 	Subunits are sepatated 

by electrophoresis on cellulose acetate gels (ceflogol), In the 

presence of 8M urea. 	-mercaptoethanol must be present to 

protect the suiphydryl groups of the polypeptides. On re-mix-

ing the subunits and removing the denaturing agent, reconstit-

ution of active polymerase molecules occurs. Each of the sub- 

unit types. must be present for this to occur. 	(ei1 and zillig, 

1970) 

* Complete enzyme is that which contains one 0 factor per 

enzyme monomer ja_y1tLo. The enzyme which is obtained after 

phosphoceilulose chromatography, and lacks 0- is rofoed to as 

core enzyme. 	(See below.) 
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The two 38,000 molecular*eight subunits are probably 

identical, meComp1ex which can be isolated by lithium 

chloride dissociation binda O( apparently in a 

fashion. 	(Sethi * 	and Zilli, 1970) 	The subunits MDO 

essential for enzyme function. 	(Hell and Zi11i, 1970) 

. The btacub1ntt 

Thefl subunit contains all or part of the binding site(s) 

for rifampicin and streptolydigino This baa been. shown by 

and ZiUig (1970) who separated sub'.nts from drug resistant 

and sensitive strains by ceUulose acetate Sql (celioel) 

eloctrophorsis ac described above. 

Coplote enzyme was roconstituted using all the combinations 

of sabunita from resistant and sensitive enzymes. In this way 

it war, shown that B was the sole determinant for resistance t 

both drugs... Thia result cornplonents the previous finding that 

labelled rifampicin preferentially co-sediments with/in sucrose 

gradients. 	(Zillig, Zechol, Pabussay o  Schachners  Sethi, Palm, 

Roil and Seifert, 1970) Thus 	contns both a site which can be 

mutated to 	and a site wicb can bind te drug. In at least 

one case it has been shown that the enzyme from a rif-resistant 

iutant is unable to bind rifampicin.. 	(Wehrli, Kxittsel and 

Staeholin, 1968) 	This suggests that these altos represent 

overlapping loci within thO/19 subunit. As rifampicin specif- 

ically inhibit 	pro-initiation step in transcription (see 

below) it seems likely that 	in involved in this process. 



The,  bet 	subunit. 

The study of the isolated i6' subunit has been hindered by 

its instability in urea solutions. This has recently been over-

come by the use of carbonate buffers at p119 in the cellogel 

system. Such preparationado show good stability. These 

have' been used to study DNA binding by the Jones and Berg (1966) 

technique. q' ,unlike the other core factors, binds to DNA as 

efficiently as the native enzyme. 	(P. Palm personal communication) 

The polyanion heparin is a potent inhibitor of the enzyme 

initro, It competes with DNA for binding to the enzyme and 

: can displace the DNA from the enzyme DNA complexes which are 

foruied at low temperature. Heparin has been shown to bind 

exclusively to 	(Walter, Zillig,. Palm and Fuchs, 1967) 	On 

treatment with heparin the enzyme gives no band in the /9 position 

on collogel.. This is not due to the conversion of 	to /9 as 

Was previously suggested, but to the running of the 
/91  -heparin 

àomplox at 'the same-rate as /9 on cellogel. 	(Zillig 

• 1970), Thus 	seems to play an important role in DNA binding. 

Excess purified 	does not inhibit in LiLro transcription. 

(P. Palm 	onal communication) It seems therefore that 

cannot compete effectively for the enzyme binding sites. This 

could be explained it ,8 were responsible for the general ability 

of the enzyme to bind to DNA, the effect being made specific by 

other factor(s) which limit binding to specific sites (promotore), 

Isolated 	would thus be able to bind at many other (non- 

promoter) sites andwould be unable to compete effectively for 

promoter sites unless in very large excess. 

e,, The sigma facter. 

The difference between polymerase prepared on phosphocell- 
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ulose (PC) and glycerol gradients (OG) was first noticed by 

Dunn and Bautz (1969).. These preparat 

ions transcribe calf thymus DA more or less equally well. The 

PC enzyme uthlised phage T4 'DNA template much less efficiently 

than the GO enzyme. However a fraction from the PC column 

which itself contained no polymerase activity greatly stimulated 

T4 transcription, by the PC enzyme. It was proposed that a 

replaceable component of the polymerase, necessary for Tk trans- 

cription, beceme detached on phoaphocolluloSe. 	Two bands; O 

and 	seen on SDS gels were completely absent from thoPC 

enzyme. The stimulating component, purified by zonal centri- 

fugation, co-runs with the O- band when mixed with GO enzyme on 

an SDS gel. 	The role, of ?-if any, in the complex is unknown. 

O is a protein with a 95,000 molecular weight. 	It is required 

for the maximum rate of transcription of native Tk, 080and T7 

DIN 	et al, 19691 Okamoto, Sugiura and Takanami, 19701 

Summers and Sgel 1969; Goff and Minkley, 1969) There is little 

or no requirement for 0 when denatured DNAs are used. 

promotes accurate, assymetric transcription in all of these 

phages In 11t. The PC (core) enzyme products show none of 

these characteristics, being highly random and symmetric. The 

GO (complete) enzyme product of Tk and T7 is mostly limited to 

specific classes of genes (pre-early T4 and early T7), whereas 

the core product is much more randomly spread. 	(Bautz, Bautz 

and. Dunn,, 1968; Goff and Minkley, 1969) 	Thus 0' is acting as a 

specificity determinant in these systems. 

The expression of the 	genes of EÔ1i in in vitro 

systems also requires c5 	(Beckwith, personal communication), 

as does Synthesis of ribosomal RNA in vitro, 	(Travers, 
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Kamen and gbl5if, 1970) This shows that 0 is required for 

the accurate transcription of bacterial as well as phage genes. 

Travers, (1969) has isolated a factor from the ribosomal.  

wash of Tk infected cells which can act as a functional equiv-

ilent to a in the complete enzyme. It leads to the trans 

cription of a qualitatively different set of promoters 

As CP- can bring about this change with otherwise unmodif-

ied polymerase core, those observations suggest that 0' is 

capable of distinguishing between specific types of promoter., 

Prayers and Burgess (1969) have shown that a' is cyclicly 

re-used in the Tk system, and have demonstrated that it 

stimulates initiation rather than chain elongation. 0" is 

release4 from the A_zotoD Stej:~,.Vjnlgndj:L, enzyme into the medium 

after at least one translocatlon event has occured. 	(Krakow 

and P'ronk, 1969) It seems therefore that 0 binds to the 

enzyme prior to initiation. 	It plays a part in the recognition 

of correct promoters and is then released, (possibly being 

displaced by the translocation event), and recycled. 

It is possible that o is required for all meaningful 

bacterial RA synthesis. Enzyme extracted after the first few 

minutes of T4 infection lacks .the 0" factor. 	(Prayers, 1969) 

This may play a role in shitting off host RNA nthesis; directing 

the cells potential for RNA synthesis to phage RNA production, 

under the direction of the 	factor. 

Modification of core subunits may also play a role in 

specificity changes. 	At least the cx subunit thi eT4 case is 

modified during the course of infection. 	(Seifert, 1969) 
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thas recently been reported that certain protein factors 

modify the polymerase / promoter interaction and constitute a 

new aspect of the control of the transcription of specific 

groups of genes. 	There is a class of pisiotropic mutants which  

show a much reduced LU  expression as well as low expression of 

certain other "catabolite-sensitive"  opororis (see below). 	It 

has been shown that some of these mutants. lack a factor CAP 

(Catabolite gene Activator Protein) which is required for the 

full expression of these operons. 	The activity or this factor 

ismodulated by the level of 3' 	5'-adenosine monophosphate 

(cyclic AMP) in the cell. 	(Zubay, Schwartz and Bôkwith, 1970) 

The operons that are affected by the 	mutation are catabolite 

sensitive in wild type strains, their response to induction 

being inhibited during growth in glucose or related substances. 

This inhibition is reversed if cyclic AMP is present in the medium, 

It therefore seems likely that cyclic AMP and GAP are required 

for the full expression of catabolite sensitive operóna, including 

and that catabolite repression is affected by a reduction 

in the level Of cyclic AMP in the cells. The residual Jac 

expression in CAP mutants is free from catabolite repression. 

Certain promoter mutations in the 	operon have .a similar effect,  

(Pastan and Penman, 1968i Silverstone etal,1969) 	This indicates 

that the promoter is the site of action of catabolite represaioii 

thus suggesting that the cyclic ANP.-activated CAP modifies the 

interaction between the promoter and the RNA polymorase; giving 

a positive control of this group of operons. 

Travers, Kamen and Shleif (1970),  have described another 

protein factor which is necessary for ribosomal RNA (r-RNA) 
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synthesise Although r-RNA synthesis can account for up to 

kO% of the total RNA synthesis .n vvp, no detectable r-A 

is found in the product of tn vitro synthesis,using complete 

polymerase and 'E. coij. DNA. 	A partially, purified protein 

factor from the cell stimulates the r-RNA production to about 

30% or the total RNA synthesis 	 This factor,7 i 

also a component of the 	replicase, which is responsible for 

RNA dependent RNA synthesis in this phago system. Thus 	can 

be isolated from the purified replicase extracted from 

infected cells, giving a physically homogeneous product with the 

r-RNA stimulating activity. 

1-RNA synthesis is subject to a control 8ystem  in vivo 

(Edlin and 13r'oda, 1968). 	On starvation for an esontia1 amino 

acid wild-type (stringent) strains of E. Coli stop synthesising 

r-RNA. 	During this process a guanosine tetraphosphate, ppGpp, 

accumulates in the cells. 	(Cashel and Kalbacher, 1970) 

The 	. factor stimulation is strongly inhibited by ppGpp. Thus 

it seems that the regulation of r-RNA synthesis is accomplished 

by the control of cf ---,activity by ppGpp levels. 

r and CAP seem th be closely analagous in this respect 

with the exception of the respective positive and negative mech- 

anisms of factor activation 	It is not known whether these 

factors bind to the polymeraso itself during 'the initiation 

process, 	HOwever, the fact that 	is found as a subunit of 

the Q19 replicase suggests a polynorase-bound role for it in the 

host enzyme. 	The specificity of these factors for given 

groups of genes and the involvement of the promoter as the site 

Of action of CAP makes it likely that these factors act as 

"adaptors" allowing the recognition of groups of promoters wbdh 



are not reconjsed by the enzyme alone.. As 0 Is required for 

both the system, it is clear that the factors are not simply 

alternative determinants.to  a 
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sj 	aracrjptj 

A&  Intodjthn 

When RNA Is synthesised In,  vitro by purified RNA poly-

merase the reaction appears to proceed in a number of main 

stages* Those are (t) binding to DNA. (ii) intiaUon of 

chains. (iii) chain elongation and (iv) termination, 	Each 

of those phases seems to consist of a complex series Of react- 

ions. 	Within 'these reactions several levels of specificity 

are shown 4  Not only Is the RNA strand produced an exact 

oomplee.nt to the DNA strand being used as a tomplto, but the 

starting and finishing point for the RNA chain can be uniquely 

specified. This production of precisely defined RNA products 

is of central importance to the specificity and control of gene 

expression. 	It is Important then to try to elucidate each 

reaction step in. order to ask at which points the specificities 

are exerted.. 

Those reaction steps have been studied by asking what 

happens under conditions which block the full reaction. 	The 

effects Of incomplete reaction mixtures, non permissive reaction 

conditions, the presence of inhibitors and Incomplete enzyme 

molecules have all been helpful here. in order to make duch 

studies, In yl,,tro transcription systems must be set up which, 

under defined conditions, carry out as closely as possible the 

full, specific reaction which occurs in vivo, As mentioned 

above, sytems using purified native bacteriophage DNA temp- 

lates and purified complete enzyme (core* 0-  ) can satisfy 

this requirement. The arguments presented below are mainly 



based on observations on phage P7 transcriptiono 	Hybridisation 

studies show that the ir ttro transcription products of this 

system are almost identical to the early species of RNA produced 

inyivo. 	(Goff and Ninkley, 1966) 

b.. STEP, I. initial, binding ot enzyme to _DNA 

Binding can be detected by the Jones and Berg (1966) method 

which measures trapping of DNA -enzyme complexes on nitrocell- 

ulose filters. 	The reaction is rapidly reversible, and i3 

strongly influenced by ionic strength. No binding can be 

detected at M. concentrations exceeding 0,3 M.(Fuch, Millette 

Zillig 'and Walter, 1967) 

By studying the kinetics of this reaction the number of 

molecules which can bind to a single molecule of DNA can be 

estimated. 	This also decreases greatly with increasing ionic 

strength, but is at least 70 per DNA molecule of phage T7 under 

the low salt (0602M) conditions which have been used for most 

in vt 	tudié, 	(Richardson,, 1966), At some point during 

the association between enzyme and DA in vivo the enzyme .ust 

bind, to the points on the DNA which represent the start of each 

specific unit of RNA to be. synthesised (promoter sites), 	As 

P7 only has about 20 gone (Studier, 1969), and the 	Caj 

enzyme only transcribes a few of these (Summers and Siegel, 1969), 

the initial binding seen above is not specific to promoters. 

The binding may therefore be artefactual,. 	It may however play 

some role in the eventual formation of the enzyme-promoter complex. 

c. SPE 2 ,Moe stable binding to p limited number of site.. 

When dissociation of the initial enzyme-DNA complex is 
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studied in the absence of nucleoside triphosphatos a small number 

of much more stable complexes is evident* Hinkle and Chamberlin 

(1970) have estimated that there are about 8 such "special" 

binding sites per T7 genome. When core enzyme is used, similar. 

sites are revealed bt the binding is less stable. 1everthe1ess, 

Zillig has been able to show,  that core enzyme can compete quite 

offeclently with the complete molecules for binding to these 

special sites. Thus RNA polymerase can bind to a small number 

of special binding sites in the absence of the o factor. 	It 

has been suggested that these sites are promoters. 	(Hinkel and 

Chamberlin, 1970) 

d.STEP .3 Further stabilisation of the comi1ex 

As stated above, complete enzyme binds more tightly to the 

special sites than core does. 	Zi.11ig et l (1970) added 

purified Y - factor to pro-formed core-DNA site complexes. 

The complex was stabilised by the added 01 • Moreover on 

addition of both 	and the nucleoside triphosphates, RNA 

synthesis was initiated efficiently without any of the enzyme 

dissociating from the DNA. 	Thus 0-  can bring about a second 

event at the special binding site which stabilises the complex. 

This complex is essential for the initiation of transcription by 

the complexed enzyme, since when nucleoside triphosphates are 

added to the system wit 	0 , no transcription is observed. 

a. STEP 	Forrtation of apinitiatian complex, 

Recent in vitro studies have revealed a fourth step which 

precedes chain initiation. A reaction mixture containing temp-

late and complete enzyme will run to step three if incubated at 
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If the same mixture is incubated at 20°C the complexes 

pass into a fourth stage, beyond which they cannot proceed 

unlesNP's are added. 	This etage.cañ be recognised because 

the complexes farmed are resistant to the inhibitors rifrnpicin 

and heparin.(Zilhig et al, 1970) 

This step is reversible;, the rifampiciuresistant complexes 

decaying to the rif-sensitive state in the absence of NPP. 

This decay is much more rapid than the decay of the enzyme-DNA 

(step 3)comp1oz itself. 	(I3autz and Bautz 1970) 

The strong influence of temporatre on the equilibrium of 

those rifampicin and, heparin resist-tint, 'preainitiation comp-

lexes with .the sensitive complex, indicates that step 4 has a 

very high enthalpy, or behaves as a co-operative reaction 	This 

would be expected if the reaction involved the opening of a 

region of the DNA helix. 	(Walter, Zil1igpi &s.167 

Zillig etal,1970) 	It is therefore. suggested that the format- 

ion of the pre-initiation complex involves the opening of a local. 

,region of DNA at or near the pronotsr site, 	RNA bases could 

then be selected by.tVataon- Crick pairin with the exposed 

DNA bases of—the tbp1ate strand. 

f.STEP 5 

 

Chain .Initiation 	. 

When the fáur common ribonucleoside triphosphatee are added 

to the enzyme-template complexes, RNA .chains are initiated, 	Two 

NTis are bound into the, complex, followed by the elimination Of 

inorganic pyrophosphato to form a dinu 908ide tetraphophate. 

The complex contains a binding site for such d1nuc1eoides, ; 

because preformed dinucleosidea can be accepted, and are subsequ.-

ently incorporated into the 5' end of the RNA chain .(Downey and 

So, 1970) 
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The 3' terminal .triphosphate of in. vitg RNA products is 

either AT? or OT?, 	(Maitra and aurwitz, .1965) This pre 

forential use of purine is at least partially specified by the 

enzyme itself, Free enzyme binds purine but not pyrimidine 

nucleoside triphosphates. 	(Zillig e111970) 

Takanemi, Okamoto and Sgiura (1970) have.studied the 5' 

terminal sequenceud' size distributions of RNA chains produced 

In.  vitro from. phage1 ? 80 DNA and the replicative form, F I, 

of phago fd DNA. 	In both cases, pppA and pppG starts are 

found, and each terminal base class has its own characteristic 

pattern of uniquely sized RNA chain products. Thus it seems 

that the DNA sequence at or near the promoter determines which 

of the tvto purinea are used for the starting base; presumably 

by base pairing, 	. The RNA chains produced from 80 DNA fall 

Into. 3 classes with respect to unique starting sequences. These 

3 sequences seem to be specified by 3 different promoters, as 

each species contains products with characteristic lengths. 

Therefore,, an exact 5 4  terminal sequence (i.e. starting point), 

seems to be specified by the individual initiation sites.,  

, STEP fi Ch,in e1oatjpn. 

This involves the translocation of the initiated complex 

along the DNA, Each tranelocation is followed by the binding 

of a further nucleoside triphosphate, and the formation of the 

internucisotide bond with the elimination of inorganic pyro-

phosphate. Perhaps the most convincing demonstrations of this 

process have come from recent electron micrographs. Davis and 
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Hyman (1970)  have demonstrated the progressive translocation.of 

the enzyme on T7 DNA; the RNA chain length being proportional 

to the length of travel of the enzyme on the DNA from a fixed 

promoter position, The considerable stability of the actively 

transcribing complex has made these studies possible, During 

transcription the complex is stable to 0,3M KC1,.wbich dissoàitea 

all uninitiated complexes. (Fuch, Mulatto, Zillig. and Walter,. 

1967). 

At least one translocation event is required before the 

complex becomes stable in 013M XCI.. (So and Downey, 1970) 

Studies on the polymerase of AzQtpha 	, van41i. indicate 

that the release of a-  factor from the complex also requires 

at least the first translocation., 	(Krakow and von der Helm, 

1970). 

b,. _$1F-P_ 	.7ixLiçn. 

Specific termination and release of the RNA chain, producing 

a free product of specific length does occur 	when phages 

ç 80 (Takanami at al 1970),.. T7 (Millette, Trotter, 

Herrlieb and Schweig*er, 1970),  or TL (Richardson, 1970)  are 

used as templates, Presumably, these events occur in response 

to a specific DNA sequence (termination sequence), 

Roberta (l.969,has isolated a protein factor 	which 

promotes accurate termination and release of RNA transcripts 

from phage DNA. It now seems clear that both f  -requiring and 

f-independent termination sites exist in phage templates* 

This distinction is-illustrated by the discovery of two differ- 

ent strains of T7. 	The In...,vi-tro RNA product of T71, in the 

absence of 	is limited to 2.2 x 106  Daitons. This corres- 

ponds to the 'pearly" genes, Thus a tP -independent termination 
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site exists at the end, of the flearay V region. 	(Millette 

st alV ,1970) 	 • V 	 V  

V 	
T7M however, in the absence of 	, produces an RNA tran- 

script of length equivalent to virtually the whole 7 genome, 

(Davis and Hyman 190) 	It 	is added to the system, several 

specifically terminated shorter products are soon which are 

produced only on the promoter proximal region of the template.. 

Thus the limitation of transcription, by the host enzyme to the 

early genes in.vivo is probably due to 	specific termination 

InT7M. 	 V 	

V 

, ±i Surnpryof the 	itati,je'$tePS inyolv.ed inecifi 

	

Vtraniptio. 	
V 	 V 

V 	 Thus the apparent steps in specific synthesis so far revealed 

by In vitro studies can be summarised as fo1lows: 

Stop I and 

E+DNA 	E-DNA 

Sitep 3 

E - DNA + 0 	Eo- - DNA (r±fampicin and heparin sensitive) 

Step 
20 	* 	* V 

E0- DNA . 	E 0 	DNA (rifampcin ad heparin resistant) 
.100  

Step 

E Cr 	
* 	 * 	* 

	

DNA + PPPPU + pppX2 ± E:0 	DNA 	pppPupX 
V V 

V 	 (1NXTIAflON) 

V 	

. 	 V 

Translocation and addition o. pppX3  

- DNA - pppPu1  pX2  pX3  etc.. 

Step- , 	 V 

Specific termination,  
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j. Two ap aren,t ann&l 	lu j.ke smeJor 

(I) 	e tIect 0f lt ou the fgr tu f a peitiation 

complex. 

The studiee which revealed the existence of a heparin and 

rJjampicin resistant pre-initiation complex were carried out in 

1o, salt conditions (0,02M I(M). The in. viv ionic strength 

is probably equivalent to about 0.2M1  KCl 	Under these condit- 

ions norifampiciu resistant complexes are seert.(Bautz and Bautz 

1970), Only actively transcribing complexes are resistant to 

the drug. Three typos of explanation seem possible* 	(1) The 

mechanism of ritinhibition might be different at the two ionic 

strengths, 	(ii) Nucleoside triphoaphates may be required for 

the Step which leads to therifrosistant complex inn high salt. 

Thus no second complex is seen until transcription is permitted. 

(iii) The pro-initiation steps may be identical at both salt.. 

concentrations. The active enzyme - DNA complex might be much 

more unstable at 0.2M4 KCL, so that rif-resistance of the complex 

is not seen until limited transcription brings about a highly 

salt-stable condition 	The effect of the inhibitory (0431-11) 

salt concentration might. be  regarded as an extreme case of this, 

(2) 	Estimates of tuuber Qf Rr moter a, on the, T7 enoin e. 

Hinkle and Chamberlin (1970)  have estimated that there are 8 

"special" binding sites per P7 genome for the E.. .Col enzyme. 

Bautz and Bautz (1970), assuming that nt-resistant pre-initiat-

ion complexes were only formed at true promoter sites, estimated 

that there were two such sites on the T7 genome 	The inl 

products of both the P7 strains suggest that all E.I .Coli enzyme- 

transcribed PNA starts from a single promoter oite 	(Millotte 
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eta11970 Davis and Hyman 1970). The electron microscopy 

carried out by Davis and Hyman on Z'M defines a unique starting 

point for tx'anscription.ClOcO to one end of the genome. 	What 

then are the 8 stable sites seen by Hinkle and Chamberlin? The 

compleed enzymes apparently start to transcribe efficiently and 

assymetrically without any of the enzyme being released from the 

DNA, 	One might suppose that the "stabled sites represent pos- 

itions from which the bound enzyme can be transported to the 

true initiation site without becoming detached from the DNA, 

The initiation (rif-resistant) complex would then form at a 

single point only. It seems unreasonable to suppose that these 

sites would lie very far from the-true initiation point or that 

they would be in a region being actively transcribed 

I propose that a binding site capable of holding 8 or so 

enzymes might exist at the extreme and of the genome; i.e.. 

almost continuous with the promoter. Enzymes could then be fed 

into the promoter sites in an ordered fashion, 

The l3autz estimate is closer to the true number of promoters. 

This fits the above proposal as the pre-initiation complex vilhich 

involves the opening of the DNA strands, would only occur at the 

actual initiation site, Sippel and Hartmann(1970) have shown 

that rif-resistant complexes can be formed at "false" initiation 

sites. 	(see Non specific transcription) 	The. second Bautz 

site could therefore be duo to a false initiation site, perhaps 

at a single strand nick or some other discontinuiby.,:. 
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Specifteity ot.nitiatii. 

A . 	specifc initiations. 

The transcription that can be observed with core enzyme 

on native P, T7, and fd templates is highly heterogeneous 

and symmetric (Bautz,. Bautz ana Dunn, 1969;  Summers and Sgel 

1969; Sugiura,, Okamoto and Takanaml, 19 0). 	The same effect 

can be achieved by using complete enzyme with single-stranded 

DNA (Burgess, Travers, Dunn and Bautz, 1969), poly d(A-T), 

(Berg, Barrett and Chamberlin, 1970) and templates with a 

limited number of single strand breaks. 	(Vogt, 1969) 

Transcription from those templates is largely independent of 

the presence or absence of ' a • It may be significant that 

single-stranded DNA and poly d(A-T) are both known to contain 

double-stranded "hairpin loops" with many short unpaired regions. 

Single strand breaks can also give rise to short unpaired sites. 

It seems likely therefore that the core enzyme can recognise 

such sites and initiate transcription at them. This would 

explain the heterogeneity of the product. The tudifforence 

to a might well be due to the nature of such sites, In that 

pre-fored single stranded regions already exist. This might 

allow the formation Of a pro-initiation complex without any 

requirement for an active, ü dope ndent step to open the strands.. 

Some support for this model-is given by the observations Of 

ppel and Hartmann #  (1970). Unlike Bautz and Bautz (1970) 0  

they were able to detect the formation of rifampiciu-resistan.t 

complexes with core enzyme 	These could be distinguished from 

o -specific ones by the slower rate of decay to the rifampicn 

-sensitive state 	The tension created by small melted regions 
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at the promoter sites might tend to drive the initiation comp1e 

back to -the native state* Such forces would be less strong at 

the discontinuities of secondary structure mentioned above, 

This might therefore account for the higher stability of the 

rifresistant core/DNA complexes.  

4cai4sms of specitlaitz. 

e 	OgiQ of pOQtr 	bndi. 

As shown above,the initial selection of a starting position 

for transcription seems to involve the specific binding of RNA 

polymerase to a pornoter site. It can also be argued that it 

is not until some further steps have occured that the DNA 

strands are opened. 	Thus the enzyme may be able to recognise 

the promoter in its double helical form. Perhaps however, some 

sequence-induced aberration in the secondary structure of the 

helix is recognised.. Giero (1966) has proposed atructure 

for DNA regions, in which a special sequence could form symmetrical 

hairpin loops in the DNA strands. 	Those loops might act as 

binding sites at the promoter, 	. 	. 	. 

The model is attractive as an equilibrium would he set up 

between the looped, and helical forms of the site. 	The relative 

importance of each phase would be governed by the length and 

hence stability of the loop of that particular promoter 

This alternation from binding site form to helical farm could 

therefore govern the rate of binding of the enzyme, and hence 

the rate of expression of the genes governed by that promoter. 

2. 	ntioninvQlvin& .sijtinp 

The evidence cited Above (Step 3) leads us to suppose that 

binding can occur in the absence of 0-  • Nevertheless it 
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is possible that cy does play a role in recognition of promoters, 

since we know that core + Y and coo + 	transcribe from  

different promoters in the TL system, What is this second 

recognition process? It seems that o- may play a role in 

opening the strands over a short region 	Criñight only be 

able to open one specific type of sequence or structure. 

Alternatively - might have to recognise some specific bazo 

sequence at or near the promoter after the'opeiing of the strands. 

In either case it is possible that the DNA sites involved are 

in some way predisposd to melting. A run of pyrimidine bases 

in the DNA might have this.proporty, 	Discrete pyrimidinerich 

regions have been detected in the phage T7 genome, 	(Musbyneki 

and Spencer, 1970) 	The Gierer structure 'would also be predis- 

posed to opening to form a defined melted region. 

Until we know more about the structure of the promoter the 

actual mechanism of the sigma-specified recognition remains to 

be fully understood. The same is true of the question of who- 

thor the binding position itself determines the exact starting 

point for transcription, oz.whether an •initiation site exists 

close by which carries out this function. 

3. PecognItIon of. JoLminatiola se.5Luonces  

Nothing is yet known about the Actual recognition mechanisms 

for termination, or of the exact function of the r factor. 

There is a strong tendency for the 3'. terminus to be pU. 

(Maitra 1970) . This might suggest that the termination sequence 

is transcribe&. 	It might however only reflect a sequence 

requirement for the termination of translation. As the base 

sequence Is c.7ailable to the enzyme during active transcription, 

the termination signal might be purely a specific sequence. 
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It it equally possible however that specific secondary structures 

are recopised .as tcrminatiou signals* 
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Vi-  o1ym!e genetics 

The drug-resistant mutants described above (Section II) 

have added, greatly to our knowledge of the enzyme. They provide 

a selective means of isolating mutants with alterations in the 

structural genes. However, such mutants are likely to be 

limited to a small fraction of the genetic material which codes 

for the. polymerase, as the mutant enzymes are essentially normal 

in all respects except in their response to the drug.. 

The study of polymerase with impaired function . should give 

a more complete picture of the structural basis for polterase 

action. 	Attempt's have been made to isolate conditional lethal 

mutants to this end. Kheaii et al (1969) isolated a large 

number of temperature-sensitive mutants by a streptomycin suicide 

technique. These were screened by a double label test. Nine 

proved .to be specifically impaired in RNA synthesis at the non 

permissive temperature. All but one of the mutants yielded 

normal RNA polymerase, but TS19 extracts contained only low 

activity which was lost on attempts to purify it. This suggests 

that the polymerase itelf is altered in this strain. Subsequ-

ent studies showed that TS19 contains two mutations. TSX maps 

close to the rif locus, and is responsible for the instability 

of the enzyme n. vitro, 	TSY is not located in the 	-region 

but is rsqt.irec1 for the expression of the full ts phenotype of 

TS19. 

Babinet (1969) has also isolated a large number of te RNA 

mutants, using tritium suicide method which enriches for 

mutants which are uhable to incorporate R-uracil at 14,20C, One 

yielded a polymerase which showed a beat lability which was 



notably greater than the ivild-type#  This mutant maps near the 

A locus on the chromosome; i,e* is not linked to rif 

By a non-selective technique Jacobson and Gillespie (1970). 

found a temperature-senitive mutant ts 103, which yields an 

RNA polymerase which is defective in ATP but not GTPInitiations. 

at the non-permissive temperature, The mutation maps close to 

the j  locn, 

Iarashi and Yur (1969),  have studied a class of strepto-

vaxcin-reSiatant mutations which also make the strain temperature- 

sensitive 	Some of those also show a heat lability of the 

purified enzyme. Like other drug-resistant mutants these are 

likely to represent a limited class. 

This thesis describes a selective .method for isolating 

mutants with ipired polymerase function. Both conditional 

lethal and non-conditional inactivation mutants are described, 
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PART TWO 

EXP1RtENTAL $TUDIES. 

1 RjfampcjnreeXstpt1ce jLs recessive to. sensit±vitYi. 

In this section 1 shall show that mutations conferring 

resistance to rifampicin are recessive to the wild type allele 

in the E. Colt cell. Thus a merodiploid with both rif and 

genes in sensitive to: the drug despite the fact that the 

coils contain roughly equal quantities of raistaut and sens-

itive enzyme. 

a) Selection and characterisation of: rifampicin,resistaflt rnutante. 

Two mutants, SA2 and 5A20 were used in initial experiments. 

They were selected on nutrient agar plates containing rifampicin 

(200 /ml) as spontaneous mutants of W1655F metB str-s 

(Lederborg and .Lederberg, 1953). 	(see methods section ha) 

Crude extracts of these mutants show RNA polymErase activity 

which is resistant to rifampicin. Fig. I shows the response 

of these activities to increasing concentrations Of the drug. 

Although the inhibition curves for the two strains are different; 

SA2 being resistant to higher rifampicin concentrations than SA20 0  

both extracts are markedly more resistant to rifampicin than the 

wild type W1655. The S2 and S20 mutations do not therefore 

belong to a new class, e.ge reducing permeability, but affect 
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RNA polymerace activity. 

The. F' factor KL1Q covers the rit locus. 

Fig. 9 shows the positions of the markers and PO factors. 

used in these studies on the E._C_qjj Chromosome, 	All those 

rifampicin-.resistance mutations 'which have been mapped lie 

close to the aH locus on the E... COU chromosome (see intro-

duction). The F' factor KLFIO carries a segment of the chrom-

osome includingargH and extending to met8 (B. Low personal 

communication; Gross and Gross*  1969). As expected both. 820 

and 82 are covered by KLFIO., 	(see below) 

.KLFIO. msroUiplois, 

The merodiploid SA2 metB rrifS2 Loa 	KLFIO 	ggH is 

a prototroph, growing on minimal agar, 

However when the growth of the coils was tested on minimal 

plates with 100 /ml, of rifampicin, only 1% of the viable 

cells formed colonies despite the presence of the fmutation 

The surviving clones proved to be Li f r/ tiLr  homogenotes 	All 

seven colonies tested yielded KLFIO factors which readily trans 

fered a ri gene in mating experiments 	(see methods section 

IXb, lic) Homogenotisation of markers in merodiploids is known 

to involve a recombination process in the duplicated region 

That the KLFIO factors carrying aur  arose in this way was con-

firmed by the fact that these derivatives were not formed in 

analogous rec (recombination deficient) strains 	(see below) 

I conclude that the merodiploid SA2/KLFIO is sensitive to rifam-

p1cm, implying that a Lif allele on KLFIO Is dominant to the 
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chromosomal Lif mutation. Analogous rnerodiploid8 were construc—

ted from 50 independent r f etraines  Lif was recessive to 

rilf in each case. 



Ltm 
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kegènd to Fig.j, 

Fig, I, The response of the iritro RNA polyrnoraee activity 

in crude extracts of W 65 and its resistant derivatives SA2 

and 8A20 to increasing concentrations of rifapicin. Extracts 

were made and assayed as per methods. 	(Sections IIh, Iii) 

The SA 2  enzyme was extracted by a different procedure (Section ITh) 

from the other two. 	Assays were repeated, with increasing 

concentrations of rifampicin present )  following a period of 

preineubatión with the drug at 00C, 	(Methods, section Iij) 
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CHARACTERS OF RECOMBINANTS 
KLFIO tranefered to:- 

Donor rif, 
strain pheno W165 SA2 

type 
rnetB cels forming metT aels forming 

rif 	colonies nt 	colonies 

SA1 kif + < lod*7 • 

(parent) 

32 md, 
deny- + < 10407  + 160 
atives 

Tablet, The properties of nifampcin resistant derivatives cf 

SA51 leu ar his strr w,.etB roAI fs5l / KLFIO metB rifa 

KLFIO factors were transferod from the strains to two recipients:  

W1655 matE rif S and the ièogenic rlfautpicin resistant mutant SA2 

metB ZU - S2 	(Methods section Ifl) Dilutions of the 

purified derivatives were plated on minimal agar with and without 

rifampicin (100 2f /m1.) The proportion of cells forming rif-

resistant colonies was estimated from the numbers of colonies 

which appeared. 



The dominance of rif-sensitivity provides a means of 

selecting mutants in which the rif.  subunits are inactive or 

missing (rif°). A 	/j8 merodiploid should become rif 

resistant when such a lesion occurs in the f gene since 

unlike the parent strain it can only synthesise the 2r=f poly- 

a) Episomal zLfol mutations 

This hypothesis was first tested using a strain (SA3I) 

derived from JC 1550 (Clark and Margulies, 1965)  It has the 

ueotype 11.016r 	 51.r 	/KLPI0 met 	 tB  nI!. 

Note that the maintenance of the KLFIO can be assured by omitting 

methionine forn the growth medium, and that the strain cannot form 

homogenotes since It Is recombination deficient*  

When plated on minimal agar supplemented with leucine, 

'arginine, hiatidtne, and 100 /ml, of rifampicin, rare resistant 

colonies appear,(1:10 	Such derivatives might contain a 

second de novo nif' mutation, or have the postulated nt0  

lesion in the episomal nt locus. These classes can be disting 

ulehed 1 transferring the KLFIO factors from each new clone to 

W1653 F mQt, selecting for the niet' character, 	Table I shows 

the result of such , a test on 32 independent derivatives. 	In 

each case the mating mixtures yielded no rifreststant W1635 

recombinants, 	( <i0) The KLFIO factors had changed 

however as unlike KLFIO from the parent strain, on transfer to a 
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to a rif 	52 M2.tB strain they yielded met derivatives which 

were still fully resistant to rifampicin. Rif 0  mutations on 

KLFIO would give these properties* 

b)_XLc0 mutationsan the chromosome. 

As shown above (section Ib) KLFIO factors can acquire a 

f mutation from the baàterial chromosome by homogenotisation 

In a rec+  train. 	This permits construction of the reciprocal 

Ell 	merodiploida in which 	is located on the chromosome 

and 	on the episome. 	(See methods, section Ile). Such 

strains should yield f mutations on the chromosoa, allowing 

the expression of the episômal f character. There strains 

should now have an absolute requirement for KLPIO, having no 

Intact chromosomal gene for RNA polymerase. 

The strain AJ3o  mets 	arG f/ KLFIO mtB 	f-S2O 

gives 10 6  rifampicin resistant derivatives per viable cell, 

30 of these were purified and tested for the ability to lose 

KLFIO. 	Each strain was tested in three ways. 	(Table 2) 

(I) Overnight broth cultures of AJ3 contain c,5% m( segreg 

ante which have spontaneously lost KLFIO. 	The derivatives were 

screened for such aegregants in the same way. 

Up to 100% of AJ3 cells lost.KLFIO after overnight growth in 

broth containing acridine orange. (25 ' /rnl). Acridine orange 

inhibits F' replication. 	(Hirota, 1960) The derivatives 

were treated in the same way and the resulting cultures screened 

for metB" segrogants,. 

A superinfeetion test using anF- 	episome was used0  

This can be transfered by conjugation to 03,  or any of the 
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derivatives, but since two F' factors are not maintained stably 

in a single cell, (Scatfe and Gross, 1962), rapid segregation 

ensues,, yie1dzn.seperate F 	 and KLFIO dori'atives# 

Unlike the starting strains which are lac, the F lack 	+ 

derivatives grow on lactose thanks to the 	genotype of the 

episrae. 

AJ3 and any of its derivatives which can lose KLFIO 

should therefore yield 1ac colonies on mating against the 

pro donor, Ri mutants on the other hand should not give 

colonies since F-j'pZo cannot coexist with KLFIO, which 

Is vital to these strains. 

Of the. 30 rifampicin resistant derivatives of AJ3,  2f-never 

gaveriet clones in the tests (< 1%),, nor could they,  form 

ia& colonies in the superinfection test. 	(Table 2) 	In 

addition, cridine orange prevented, the growth of the strains, 

even at low concentrations. 	(Table 2) 	The maintenance of 

KLFIO was therefore obligatory for the growth of these mutants, 

as predicted for strains having jf mutations on the chromosome. 

c), Mutants.withaltered dçtnc.t!,r. 

The remaining 6 of the 30 mutants readily gave spontaneous 

and acridine induced met 	cured clones, and their KLFTO's 

were easily displaced by 	
+ 	

+ superinfection. 	(Table 2) 

Four of them gave haploid derivatives which were rifampicin 

resistant. The remaining two gave rifampicin-sensitive haploids 

sensitive to the same limiting concentrations of rifampicin as 

the wild-typeo 	(10 Y /ml) 	On reinfection with KLFIO rne.t 

Jfr -S20 they again became fully rif.resistant, suggesting that 

they had a chromosomal mutation making jf recessive to ri?a 
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(f—rcs mutants) 

Thus derivatives having the properties expected of the two 

predicted classes of mutant were found in this experiment, plus 

one which exclusively affects dominance 	(Table 2) 
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T4W4 a 

The .properties of rifarnpicin-resistant derivatives of AJ3, 

Dependence of a strain on KLFIO for survival was tested in 

three Ways 

Broth cultures were screened for spontaneous haploid (met) 

derivatives, 	AJ3 gave up to 5. 

Cultures were induäed to segregate haploid (met-) derivatives 

by growing for 20 hours in L-broth pH 78 containing 25 r of 

aeridine orange/mi. 	(British Drug Houses) 	(Bastarrachea and 

Willette, 1968). Under these conditions AJ3:gave 90 to 3Q0% 

met derivatives. 

Overnight broth cultures (5 x 108/ml.) were mated against 

equal volumes of a young broth culture (2 x 108  /ml) of a 
+ 	+ 	 . 	. 	• o , 	+ 

Fu 	donor, 	After 20 minutes mating at 37 , lao 

recombinants were selected by spreading dilutions of the mixtures 

on minimal lactose medium, containing methionine to permit segreg 

ation of KLFIO. Strains dependent on KLFIO gave essentially no 

recombinants, 	( < 10 per donor cell) Independent 

strains gave up to 	lac + recombinants per donor cell which 

on. testing proved to be met 
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IPon4nance studies. wi.th  .ap sogeale  se otinerodiiçI. 

In section 1. I have shown that rifampcin resistance is 

recessive to sensitivity in. merodiploids.. This was shown by 

• challenging the. strains with rifampicin on agar platee4 This  

is true for strains with resistance on the chromosome (f/) 

and the ri?/ritr  strains. In order to investigate this effect 

further, I have carried out controlled experiments on the response 

of the growth of such strains to rifampicin, and of the response 

to the drug of RNA polymerase activity in extracts. The strains 

used in Section 1. were not suitable for such experiments as the 

reciprocal heterogenotee have different f mutations, and 

therefore cannot be directly compaod on the basis f the posit-

ion of the resistant. allele aio, Therefore a new set of strains 

was constructed by the following protocol; 

a) Contruciion.f strains. 

In order to construct an isogenic set of diploids differing 

only in the configuration of their rif alleles, a now 

mutant ri?'-J7 was isolatodinthe rtcstrain AJ1.(methods 

sections.IId, tie), 	Starting with this strain (M7), 

-J7(AJ38), x1f 	i -J?/f 039 and r.f_j?/f_j7 (M8) ec 

derivatives were prepared without the recessity. of making the 

final derivatives chromosomal recombinants (see Methods sections 

lIe, hf). 

b)Growth studies: Response to. r1famicin. 

Like other rec heterogenotea, less than l:lO of viable 

stationary phase cells of strains AJ38 and AJ39  give colonies on 

rifaipicin agar. One may also ask the question, does the 
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dominance of rifampicin sensitivity also exert itself on actively 

growing clla? 

Fig. 2 shows the exponential growth of the strains in 

Oxoid broth, and their response when 200 /ml of rifampicin 

is added to, the medium, The double sensitive strain f/rif5  

immediately stopped growing on addition of rifampicin, whilst 

the double resistant strain 	 was completely unaffected 

by the drug 	The growth rate of AJ38, the 	/rif  2nerodipioid, 

fell on addition of rifampicin and subsequently reached zero after 

the culture had doubled its turbidity,*  

This suggests that besides its immediate slowing effect, 

rifampicin initiates a second, more gradual process which 

ultimately prevents all further growth. 

ifampicin also had an initial slowing effect on AJ39 

It was not very marked however, and the strain 

continued to grow Indofinitly in the presence of the drug, 

Thus log phase cells of AJ39 are resistant to rifampicin 

in liquid medium, whereas the vast majority Of viable stationary 

-phase cells will, not grow 'on rifampicin agar plates. 
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Leezd to Figs  2. 

EFIA- at The response to rifamptciu of exponentially growing 

cultures of morodiploids differing only in their rif genes. 

Overnight plates of the strains were grown selecting for the 

maintenance of KLflO. Inocula were wade into broth and growth was••  

followed on aKlett spectrophotometer .(filter No. 66) 

Dilutions were made at intervals to keep the Klett readings 

between 10 and kO. 10O /mlo rifampicin was added at the point 

shown by the arrow. 	The curves are corrected for dilutions 

and the optical density of the added rifanpicin. 

In order to show that AJ39 Zilf" J7/ 8  grows continuously 

In the presence of rifampicin, the culture was ,diluted back 

and grown for a further three generations in the same medium 

No further fall, in the growth rate was' observed. 	The culture 

was then screened for cells which had lost KLFIO during the 

growth period, Only k% of the cells yielded *'et' f colonies. 





Le-mend to Fig. 3. 

F1. 3. The response to rifampicin of the in vitro po1yeaae 

activity of crude extracts from the heterogenotes AJ38 and AJ39. 

Extrects were prepared and assayed as per methods,(see fig 1) 

MI is the parent VjLf a haploid strain. AJ7 has the same 

rifro-J7,  marker as the hoterogenotes. 
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e) Enzymes from the heterogenotes in Vitro 

I have shown that stationary phase cello of. the heterogenotes 

AJ38 and AJ39  are Sensitive to rifampicin on agar plates. it 

might be supposed therefore that these cells contain no resistant 

RNA polymerase molecules despite the presence of. a r 	gene, 

In actively growing cells, this does-not seem to be true. 	If 

the hoterodiploids contained only rif5  polymerase one would expect 

thorn to atop growing immediately after the drug is added as does 

the control 	/rif strain 	It is therefore of interest to 

o ask if stationary phase cells of the me'odiploida contain both 

rif e  and rif 
r  polymerase molecules. 	I have therefore made extracts 

from these strains, and tested their RNA polymerase activity for 

the response to rifampicin. 

Extracts of AJ38 and AJ39 were prepared from stationary phase 

cultures as described in methods section ITh 	Their RNA poly- 

morass activity was assayed in the presence of various concent-

rations of rifampicin (Methods sections Hi, IIj). Fig. 3 shows 

the. results obtained, including those with haploid Li  and 

ri r  47 control strdns. Both the strains give essentially 

the same result. The polymoraseactivities of both heterogencttes 

have two components. One; accounting for about half the 

total activity, is completely inhibited by rifampicin, whilst 

the other shows the same resistance as extracts from the isogenic 

frbap1oidAJ7. Similar results have recently been reported 

by Ilyina at al, (1970). 	I have used this method to measure 

the proportion of rifampicin resistant to sensitive molecules in 

merodiploids and their derivatives. 
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d) Gene close effects. 

When a stationary phase culture of AJ38 	5/fJ7 is 

spread onto rifampicin agar plates it will not grow, even 

though half of its pblytherase is resistant to the drug. 	Log 

phase growth is also completely inhibited after adding rifampicin1 

AJ39 	-J7/jf stationary phase cultures have the same 

properties, but once in, log phase, the strain can grow indefinitely 

in the presence of the drug 

The Cooper and telmstotter (1967) model for the replic-

ation of the . Co chromosome. points out an important conseq-

ence of chromosome replication which occurs in actively growing 

. coi cells. 	There should be ore copies of markers which 

are replicated early in the cycle than "late" markers. 	In 

stationary phase however, this ratio should revert to 1;1 

It seems that the origin of replication is a fixed point 

on the E. Coli chromosome, placéd so that f is an early marker. 

(Caro and Berg, 1969) 	Recent studios have shown that replication 

is bi-directional from an origin near to 	(Masters and 

Broda, in preparation) Helmets tter and Cooper assumed that the 

replication is unidiretiOnaI, but the basic predictions of their 

model are not altered by assuming that replication is bi-direct- 

ional. 

If KLFIO replicates late in the chromosomal replication 

cycle, rif heterogenotes growing .n broth with a 45' generation 

time should have a 2:1 ratio between chromosomal and episomal 

rif gene copies. 	(see Fig. Zf) 	In stationary phase cells the 

ratio should be 1:1. 	Assuming the expression of the copies ta- 

be equal, both of the hetorogenotes AJ38 and AJ39 should have 
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50% turs  and 50% Ziur enzyme in the stationary phase. This was 

seen in the extracts of these strains. 	(rig. 3) 	In.Qxoid 

broth cultures, M38 should have 33116 rift : 67% rife  and AJ39 

6716 ri? and 331116 rif5  enzymes. Ivor Tittawella is studying this 

system in detail, 	e has shown that the log phase cultures do 

yield extracts with the ratios of rifr  : rif5  enzymes predicted 

above. 	Thus it seems that KLFIO does replicate late in the 

chromosomal replication cycle in these strains, 	This observat- 

ion is supported by the work of John Collins whose results suggest. 

that other Fl -factors replicate late in the cycle. 	(personal 

communication) 

It is possible to explain the response to rifampicin of log 

phase cultures of the heterogenotes on the basis of the observ 

ations above. One might suppose that, although rif is domin-

ant to rilf when equal quantities of the two enzymes are present, 

at ratios of 1:2 the rife  enzyme can .no longer, establish dominance, 

This would ex'lain the difference between the response of the 

log phase cultures to 'ifampicin. 

Thus the results of growth and enzyme activity studies for 

AJ38 and AJ39 can be summarised as follows;- 

The vast majority of stationary-phase cells o.f AJ39 are 

unable to form colonies on rifampicin agar, even though 50% of 

their RNA polymorase molecules 'are resistant to the drug. 

Furthermore, once in log phase, when c666% of their enzyme comp-

liment is resistant to rifampicin, they are able to grow at a 

reduced rate. Stationary phase AJ38 cells are also unable to 

form colonies on rifampicin agar, but are also inhibited by rif 

ampicin in log phona  when they have a.33% resistant enzyme. I 

conclude, therefore that cells requirePore than some given sizable 
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proportion of resistant RNApolymerase molecules before they can 

grow in the presence of the drug.. This-transition level would 

appear to lie between 50 an. 66% ri9, although this estimate 

might have to be modified if, for example, the conditions required 

for the starting of growth,from stationary phase were more demand-

ing than those for the maintenance of growth. 

5) Mechanisms for domjngnces 

It is not yet clear whether it is the ratio of rif8  to ri? 

that is important in the establishment of dominance, or whether 

the absolute lvels of the components are critical. Two basic 

classes of model for the dominance effect can therefore be put 

forward. 

Rifampicininactivated sensitive enzyme molecules may play 

an active role in the inhibitory process, interfering directly 

with transcription by rifamplcin-resistant molecules. 

For example; they may block the template so that resistant 

molecules can no longer transcribeb 	Alternatively they may 

sequester accessory proteins essential for proper initiation or 

termination of transcription* On the other hand rifampicin 

sensitive polymerase may not play any active role in the inhibit-

ion process. We could imagine that any cell has a strictly 

determined number of polymerse molecules, which forms part of 

the system regulating its rate of gxowth. Consequently when a 

meràdiploid cell encounters rifampicin, half of its polyzaerase. 

molecules would suddenly ,be put out of commission, leading to 

unbalanced growth. There is some in vitro evidence for DNA 

blockage,. With a system containing limiting quantities of DNA, 

flyina et a]. (1970)  have recently demonstrated an increased 
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interforance between rif and rif enzyme preparations when 

rifampicin is present, 	 mutants should povidø a 

control to test the relevance of this experiment.to  dominance 

in v1v0,. If dominance is not due to DNA blockage, analysis of 

the 	1r  and snppreoaed amber 	mutants may point to one l . 

of the other mechanisms suggesed, 
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A theoretical diagram for chromosome replication after 

Cooper and Helmetetter (1967), but allowing for bidirectional 

replication, and the replication of KLFIO late in the cycle. 

The diagram represents AJ39 	J7/KLFIO rif°  growing 

with a generation time of W in broth. A iO minute replication 

• time is aasumed,.ae proposed by Cooper and Itelmstotter (1967). 

The average cell in the population has 1:2 f: rif s genes. 
rS 

• AJ38 which has rif on KLFIO would have a 2:1 rif": ILif ratio. 

As the replication cycles of the cells are completed on entry 

into the stationary phase, both strains would have a 1:1 ratio 

in stationary-phase cultures. 
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I 	A survey of nt 	'iya Tea fXOJn 

beterogenote M38/f.J7 

I have shown in Section II that rifopicin resistant deriv-

atives of the rifa/jf'  beterogenotes have chromosomal mutations - - 
• which fall into three classes, 	AJ38 also forms such mutants, 

and has been used in later studios to isolate conditional lethal 

mutants affecting RNA polymeraee activity. 	In order to increase 

the frequency of such mutants in the population,mutagenisod cult 

uree wore used. 	This section describes a survey ofrifampicin 

resistant AJ38. derivatives from such cultures to check that the 

. three classes of mutation which arise spontaneously can also be 

isolated by chemical mutagenesia. 

144 independent rifampicin resistant derivatives of the 

heterogenoteAJ38 were isolated and purified from cultures treated 

with N-methylN'nitro.N'nitrosouanidine. (Methods section hg) 

They were then tested for their ability to survive loss of 
+* 

KLFIO. 	To this end, a. auperinfection test using an F-2 

factor was used. 	AJ38 and its derivatives are lac, but can 

grow on lactose if 	replaces their KLflO factors, 

This F1  factor proved to have .a much higher efficiency of 

tran-sfer than the Flac 2ro opisome. used previously. . This 

enabled me to set up a cross-streak mating test, 
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As shown above (section 110. for' an analagous heterogenoto, 

and Jrcs derivatives of M38 should yteld lack  colonies 

on mating against the 	donor.. Rif°  mutants, on the other 

hand, should not give lac +. colonies since F- 	cannot coexist 

with KLFIO,, which is vital to these strains. table 3 shows the 

result of this test, More than half (63%) of the 141  mutants 

are rif0  by this criterion. The remainder yield lac '  derivat- 

ives which either carry new 	mutations (9%) or have become 

rif -rcs (28%). 



No of 
isolates 
(of ikL) 

lac+ colonies 
(F 

superinfoetlon) 

rif phenotype 
of 	urifiod 
lac 	derivatives 

Chrorno-
oomal Lif 
designation 

91 - (no baploids) rifo  

13 + rifr 

JQ + rif5  MILL -rca 

Properties of rifampicin resistant derivatives of AJ38 from 

mutagenised cultures. 

The F- 	superinfection test was carried out by cross- 

streaking purified colonies of the derivatives through a streak 

of F 	donor strain oh the selective medium. + = >100 lac 

fl  

colonies per streak; 	= no lac + colonies. 	Purified lac +  

colonies were scored for rif character,by streaking on supple-

ménted minimal agar + 10 Intl. rifapicin. 



C Temperature-sensitive jJ mu tants, 

mutants isolated from the 	heterogenotee lose 

the ability to express their f gene. Temperaturesensitive 

mutations (ta) in the f copy should also give the rifo  pheno 

type (ru-resistance) at the non-permissive temperature therefore. 

(1+20) 	At 300  however, the rif 8 allele would function normally, 

re-establishing the dominant rif phenotype. These mutants 

should be curable for KLFIO at 300 leaving the f5-ts4 allele 

to support the cell, 	Such haploids should be tslethals, being 

unable to synthesise RNA at 1+2°, 

Procedure, 

The heterodiplold AJ3 metB argO str-r 	Yl rilf5/KLFI0 

et 	r20 was used, In order to increase the mutation 

rate for ts mutants, to minimise deletion mutations, and to ensure 

the isolation of mutagenic events into separate clones, mutagens 

were used. 	(see Methods section lIg) 

Mutagenised cultures were plated on Ooid nutrient agar 

containing 200 /ml of ri.fampicin, streaking one loopful 

(c.0,02 ml) from each tube on each plate. 	These were incub- 

ated for 1+8 hours at 1+20.  Each culture gave 5-50 resistant 

colonies per streak. 5-10 colonies from each streak were patched, 

50 per plate, in a regular array on the same medium and incub-

ated overnight at 1+2°. These master plates were replicated to 

two sets of Oxoid plates, one at 30 containing 5O /ml, and the 

other at 1420  containing 200 /ml of rifampicin. 	(A trivial class 

of marginally resistant derivatives, less able to grow at 300 



than 420 , was eliminated from the selection by using this lower 

nt eorceritration at 30 
0), 

Any patches crowing at 42 but not 

at 300  were re-tested.by  streaking at 30  and  42  on the same 

medium,,  
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b)Results.  

One of the 1000 isolated tested irorn 2-amino purine 

treated cultures appeared to be rif°  (to). 	It was readily 

cured by acridine orange treatment at 300, 	The haploid thus 

obtained,(AJ1161), was temperature-sensitive on both- rich and 

minimal. medium in the absence of rifampicin; growing normally 

at 30 .. Only slight background ($ leaky') growth was observed 

at. 142°. 	(Fig. ) 

Fifteen patches were selected in subsequent experiments in 

which nitrcsoguanidine was used as a mutagen. 	They were all 

curable at. 300. 	9 of those haploids had clearly distinguishable 

ta phenotypes. 	All of these represent separate clones,, 	Fig. 

5 shows the response of two of these mutants to a temperature 

shift from 30 to 42°  when growing exponentially in liquid medium, 

The inhibition of growth shows a characteristic lag in each case 

and is never complete. 

a). AJi.l6 ,Is dQfectivin, RNA smthesi6 at42 

Fig. 6 shows the incorporation of labellod uracil and thymine 

in the 2A, Induced mutant AJI161. 	In order to follow D 

synthesis, a thy mutant of AJ1161 was selected by trimethoprim 

treatment. 	(see legend Fig. 6) 	tJracil incorporation and O.D. 

starts to plateau after a lag of 30 minutes on switching to 420 . 
Thyrnine incorporation continues for some time. 	This shows that 

the temperature ,sensitive function affects both RNA synthesis ad 

growth but has only a delayed effect on DNA syiithesis, 

d) Mapping of thta mutants. 

Ian Crombie has done some preliminary transduction studies 
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with phage P1. on some ts mutants. 	At least two mutants appear 

to be linked to argH and rif. One may not be co-transduced with 

this region of the chromosome at all. 

eDicussn. 

The strains isolated in this section have two unique prop- 

erties, 	i) The initial diploid isolates from colonies grow 

normally at 3Q0 and 42 on nutrient agar. 	At 1+20,  colonies are 

formed in the presence of 200 /ml of rifampicin. 	At 300 

however no colonies are formed in the presence of 50 	/ml of 

rifap±cin. 	ii) These diploids can be cured of KLFIO. 	The 

resulting hap loids are temperature-sensitive. 	These properties 

suggest that the strains contain a temperature-sensitive lesion 

in the chromosomal f-gene. 	(ta)) 	it is possible 

however that the two properties are due to two separate mutations, 

For example, the epispmal rif allele might have a mutation 

which makes rifr  dominant to ri? at 1+2°. 	The te property of 

the haploid could then be due to a recessive te, mutation in any 

vital function In the I<LFIO region. 	It can be argued that this 

sort of explanation for the properties of AJI16I is not a likely 

one, Firstly, it was Isolated by 2-amino purine mutagenesis. 

Unlike nitrosoguanidine, which tends to produce multiple mutat-

ions, most products of mutagene8ia by 2-amino purine have single 

base transition in the altered gene. 	(Freese. 1963) 	Secondly 

I have shown in Fig, 6 that the mutation ta-i does not directly 

affect DNA synthesis, but RNA synthesis and cell growth are 

inhibited in parallel. Two types of mutation might give this 

effect. 	i) ts-1 is a lesion which specifically inhibits RNA 

synthesis (presumably by inactivating RNA polymerase) which in 
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turn rapidly switches off protein §ynthesiso ii) Some aspect 

of protein synthesis is inhibited which rapidly turns off RNA. 

production. 

Assuming that AJ1161 has a single mutation, the former case 

seems the most likely as the ts-1 mutation affects the rif pheno- 

type in diploids. 	In order to prove that these strains, do con- 

tain teperature sensitive RNA poiymese one would havo to extract 

and purify the enzymes and show temperatuo-sensitiVity of its 

activity in..vitro. 	Future experiments shouldalsb include more 

extensive mapping studies in order to reveal the loci of the 

genes, and to see if any of the strains contain multiple mutations. 

It seems likely that at least some of their tb mutations map in 

the rif region. 	It would be interostlng to see if any others 

map at the locus at which .Babinet, (1969), has mapped ate mutat-

ion which. also"apparently alters the ,RNA polymerase. 



.4 	6.8 	10 	 2 	•4 	.6 	a 	10 

TIME (Hours) 
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Legend to FiE. 5. 

Pig1  5...  The effect of a temperature shift on the growth 

of rif° (ta) mutants in liquid medium. The cultures were grown 

in Oxoid broth, with shaking, at 300,  Growth was measured by 

a Klott spectrophotometer (filter No, 66), 	At the points 

indicated by the arrows, the temperat.ure.was switched rapidly to 

42 and growth followed in the same way. Three ta, mutants 

were compared to the wild-type parent. 





Legend to Fi 6 

Fig 6. The incorporation of Ur'acii and Thymine into TCA 

insoluable material after the temperature shift in a thy deriv-

ative of AJ1I61. 

1) 	Isolation of thy mutant. 	(Stacey and Simson, 1965) 

An overnight broth culture (5 .x 108  cells / ml) of AJ1161 

was diluted 1:50 into fresh broth containing 40O Z$ /ml, of thymine 

(Sigma) and 200 6' /ml of trimothoprirn 

-trimethoxy)-benzyi pyrirnidine). 	This culture was grown over 

night; and diluted 1:50 into the same medium. After 3 cycles 

of the treatment, the culture was streaked out onto Oxoid nutrient 

agar + 200 /ml thymine, 	Coloni..oa were tested for thymine 

requirement. 	c. 80% of those tested required thymine for growth. 

One of these was purified, and streaked out onto suitably supple- 

mented minimal plates containing only 5 /ml of thynilne. 	10_S  

of the viable cells formed colonies, One of these was picked 

and purified. This strain grew well In Oxoid nutrient broth plus 

5 1/mi of thymine and was used in the oxpe'iment,, 

ii)-Experimental protocol. 

A shaken culture, growing in Oxoid broth with a.501  goner 

ation. time at 300  was grown to 50 Kiett units. 	1:50  dilutions  

were then made to : (1) lOmIs. of Oxoid + 20 /ml thymine for 

0.D, readings.(lClett, filter 66) (2) 2.mls of the same medium 

plus 2.5pC  of 3H-Thymine (13,750  C/mM. Amarshani) (3) 2 mis of 

the same medium but with 8pC/ml of 3H-urcil (4700uC/mM. Amer- 

sham). 	Samplep were taken at intervals on Vatmann 3MM paper, 

rreciadbY 2 h treatment in a large volume of 5% TCA 
(50), 

washed twice in acetone, dried and counted at optinium settings 

in a Packard Tri-'carb liquid scintillation counter. 
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Amber rif0  mutants 

Chromosomala2mutatione can be defined as lesions in the 

chromosomal f gene(s) which make the 	gene on KLF 10 

indipens&b1e. This rif gene can express the rifamicin-

resistance character unhindered by the dominant rif gene which 

has now been inactivated. Some of the inactivating lesions, • 

should be nonsense mutations. 	(Garen, 1968) A nonsense 

mutation in the Lif s gene would load to the premature termination 

of its translation, producing . a truncated, inactive polypeptide 

in place of the ri f a subunit.. Such mutants could be disting-

uished by the introduction of a suitable nonsense suppressor, 

which by inserting an amino-acid at the nonsense codon and permit 

ting the completion of translation-  would restore the synthesis 

of an active, rifampicinsensitive subunit. 

a). Protocol -for isolation. 

1 have devised a simple teat to identify nonsense Zif 

mutants, There is an F' factor 	whose chromosomal frag- 

ment covers the Jj.V metS region and includes an amber suppressor, 

su? (Soil and Berg, 1969a). 	It does not itself carry a rif locus. 

(see Fig. 9 and legend) A Lac!lk strain harbouring F14 

is lac, because 	Z-Y14 is an amber mutation (Brenner and 

Beckwith, 1965).  Amber ri mutants should therefore yield lac 

derivatives on mating against an F14 	donor because, although 

FlL excludes KLFIO, its suppressor may relieve both th&azYlk 

and the rf0  mutation, giving viable 1ac derivatives, By 

contrast no iac+. colonies are expected from mating a non-supp-

ressible rif mutant with F147 0 
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By simply cross-streaking colonies of the purified derivat-

ives thràugh parallel streaks of FjU and '117 donor dultures 
0 on medium selecting for lac + recombinants, both the overall n t 

character and its ability to be suppressed by su? can be tested. 

and nitrca mutants give riany ( > 100) colonies on both 

streaks, and the putative Lif 0-ambers give colonies only on the 

Pl+ 	streak, 

This teat was applied to the 144 nifampicin resistant 

dozivativea of AJ38 mentioned above. Of these, 571%, proved 

to be non-suppressible 	mutants and. 6% fell into the 

amber class (Table ), 

The 130+  eu7 suppressed colonies of these mutants have 

been:.investtgated further, They cannot transfer Wr  in conjug-

ation (Methods tic) indicating that they have lost KLflO, They 

are sensitive to rifempicin. On treatment with acrid-toe orange, 

(Zastarracbea and WUetts, 1968), no IU7  clones were detected 

(< 1t200) suggesting that the presence of the 	suppressor 

is essential to the celL, Afnder identical conditions, the 

control strain lacking .a rif lesion, AJ1/F14ej20  had lost its 

Ftactor in 90% of the colonies tested, 

I conclude that the lac derivatives of the putative zu 
ambers, obtained by sating in Flê,dø contain a single copy 

Of the 	gene(s) which are located on the chromosome and have 

an.. amber mutation in an essential function which is suppressed 

by the MZ gene. To date 21 mutants have been isolated with 

these characteristics. 
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No o 
isolates 

lac+ coior4oe 
with F*i 

lac4'colonies 
with F1432 

z'ii. pheno- 
trpe of si7 
derivatives. 

mutant 
type 

40 	 + + rif e  5-rca 

14 	 + + ritr new 

82 no 

8 + rife 
amber 

AJ38 	 + + rit°  
control 

iLam picjn -re  astant derivgtj.ygs Qf AJ. 

Resistant colonies were cross-streaked against young broth 

Cultures of t 	donor strains carrying either FIf.Lc or 

On minimal. agAr+lactoao (0.%) + rnethionixe (20. /ml) + aginine 

(20 ,6  /ml) + streptomycin (100 /ml), to select derivatives'  

itiheriting Flac and fl.4su7 respectively,. These were subeequent 

purified and streaked on rifarpicin agar (10 ' /ml), to test for 

the appearance of a new rifampiciureaistance mutation. 

+ = > 100 lac+ colonies, 	no lack  colonies per streak, 
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c) The amber rif'0  mutants ju vit. 

I have already shown (rig. 3) that both the. chromosomal 

(8) and episomal (f) specified polymerase molecules from 

AJ38 can be detected in vir. 	This method can be used c 
to study f mutants. An amber 	'/KLF IC) f strain should 

synthesise the subunit determined by the episomal but hot the 

chromosomal 	gene, Thus all of its core enzyme should be 

resistant to rifampicin. The strain amber W0 D12 aa /KLF to 

did give extracts that were completely resistant to rifam- 

p1cm (Fig. 7). 	In contrast, its suppressed derivative, 

-12.80 o?_____ KLF 10 rj f r (Methods Ilk) yielded extracts which 

contained a ne rifampicinsensitive activity in addition to the 

resistant activity determined by the episomo. 	(Fig. 7) 	I 

conclude that KLF TO in no way interferes with the expression 

of amber,zillf-  D12; on the contrary, when the mutation is 

suppressed by the aI11 suppressor its product, synthesised in 

the presence of KLF 10111  can be detected in large quantities 

(about 20% of the total cell yield), 

Finally, when KLF 10 was replaced by F14.JZ  to give rif0  

-D12/ 14 	the extracts were completely sensitive to rifamp 

id, confirming that the suppressor S'U7  also permits previousiy 

forbidden synthesis of the chromosomal Zif gene product. 

(Fig. 7).. 





The response to rifampicin of the activities of extracts 

of merodipioids containing the amber.-1i?,- D12 mutation. 

Extracts were made and assayed as for Fig. 3. The 

80suIII lysogen was made as described in the inethoda.(sectiOfl Ilk) 
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i The suppressibility of amber 01  = mutants. 

The procedure used to isolate amber nt0  strains selects 

only those amber mutations reversible by su7. This suppressor 

inserts glutamine at the site of an amber mutation, 	(Soil and 

Berg, 1969b) Thus the affected protein can tolerate glutamine 

residues at the positions in the polypeptide chain defined by the 

amber mutations selected, We can ask how many of these positions  

can be filled by another amino acid without inactivating the 

protein 	This question has been approached by studying the 

effect of suill on the amber Lif0  mutants. The suIll suppressor 

inserts tyrosine in place of the original amino-acid coded by 

wild-type gene. 	(Weigert Lanka and Garen, 1963;  Kaplan, 

Stretton and Brenner, 1965) Four mutants have been tested 

for their response to sulli, One of them, 	0.D12, gives 

high levels of core enzyme activity (Fig. 6) and in fact this 

mutant grows well in the absence of KLFIO after lysogen iatioñ 

with I 8Qd1. 	(Methods, section IN) The other three 

give no detectable activity, indicating that when tyrosine is 

inserted at the mutant site of strains, B15,C1,  and  E13,  the 

protein synthesised is no longer active, 	(Fig. 8) 





a 

The .response to rifarnpiØin of the activities of axtracts 

of merodip1oidacortaining the amber',rii° Bi5 mutation. The 

protocol was the same as that used in Fig. 6 

The other mutants, Cl. and E13 gave essentially the same 

results. 

The 80 lysogen was made as described in Methods ITh. 
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estal 	t4omj$. by pioui ,tha critje 

va2 o,f ? 
One can ask if the products of the suppressed f genes are 

normal with respect to the dominance effect; i.e*  is the rifamp- 

icin sensitive suppressed 	0 amber product dominant to the 

f' enzyme? 

Stationary phase cultures of the suppressed merodiploid 

SEt 	/fJ7 contain about 70% rifampicin resistant 

and 30% suppressed rifampicin sensitive RNA polymerase activity. 

(Fig. 7) 	When dilutions of cultures of the strain were spread 

on nutrient agar with and without 200 6 /ml of rifampicin, the 

viable colony counts were the same on both sets of plates. 

However, the growth on the rifampicin plates was much'siower 

The colonies took 48 hours to grow to the same size 'as the 1,2 

hour old colonies on the control plates. 

This phenomenon could be explained on the basis of the 

modified Cooper and Helmstetter replication model put forward in 

section tXId, if we assume that the suppressed rif0 Dl2 product 

acts as a normal 	enzyme with respect to dominance. 

Stationary phao cells of 	0 D12 SuIll / £ f contain 

ri? polymerase, which accounts for about 70% of the total 

complement of the enzyme. I have argued in section hId, that 

66% rif r  is enough to allow growth in the presence of rifampicin. 

However the replication model predicts that in log phase growth 

with the normal 45' generation time, the cells would contain 

c,51% ri? enzyme. I have argued that 50% rifr  may not be 

enough to support growth in the presence of the drug. 	(Section hid) 

The replication model predicts that at increasingly slow 

growth rates, the generation time is markedly greater that the 
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replication time of the chromosome, Thus an increasingly large. 

proportion of the coil population would contain chromosomes with 

no replication fork, The 	 gene ratio should approah 

the stationary phase,ratio of 1:1 as the growth rate decreases. 

Thus one can imagine that a feed-back mechanism for the 

limitation of growth rate exists in ° Dl2 $uIU I rif" in the 

pr4sanceof rifampicn, The cells can begin to grow but as 

the growth rate Increases, the proportion of rife  enzyme molecules 

falls until a critical level is reached, and the cells are Inhib- 

ited by rifampicin. 	Thus, assuming that this inhibition is 

reversible, a stable limitation of growth rate would be imposed 

by rifampiciu 	This implies that the critical value of % rif" 

required for growth In the presence of rifampicin lie somewhere 

between 45% and 70% rifr. As the growth of the strain is very 

slow in the presence of the drug, the critical value would seem 

to be close to 70%. 	1 have already argued (section hId) that 

the value is probably below, 66%. However the merodiploid AJ39 

with 66% rift  does grow moro.slowly in the presence than in the 

absence of ritampicin, (Fig, 2) suggesting that if the assumpt- 

ions made are correct, dominance of 	over a2f  requires the 

proportion of ri? enzyme in the cell to be below a critical value 

of c.66% ri?, 

More detailed study of the response to rifainpicin of 

.D12 uIII and other suppressed amber strains are planned. 	It 

is hoped that this will help to verify the MOdelL proposed above, 

Whatever the outcome of these studies it is clear that any model 

designed to explain the phenomenon of the dominance of rif to 

jif  must allow for relatively small changes in the ratio of 

rif r  to rif5  enzyme to have a large effect on dominance, 
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ftf0 mutations The- control of .RNA. 21yierase.,syntheais.. 

I have argued that rif0 arnber mutations eliminate the 

production of active rif8  enzyme molecules from the bacterial 

Chromosome. 	The replication model described i.ri'eoction ITId 

suggests that in the log phase, KLFIO inerodiploide contain twice 

as many chromosomal 	genes as opisomal ones. In stationary 

phase, this ratio would be 1:1, Thus the rif 0-amber Su /f 
merodiploids should only contain one third or one half of their 

normal wild-type complement of 	-genes in log and stationary 

phase cultures respectively. 	Despite this j  the strains grow 

normally. 

Three types of explanation seem possible:- 

1) 	, Co1. cells produce a large excess of the rU-gene p1oducs 

and can therefore tolerate a three fold reduction in the number 

of gone copies. 

This hypothesis seems unattractive as crude extracts from 

stationary phase cultures of amber ri f 
0 su, rif r  strains do not 

yield significantly lees total polymerase activity than wild-type 

merodiploide (see methods section III). 	I have not pro.vad 

however that specific activities of crude extracts are a.good 

indication of the total RNA polymerase content of the cells. 

I have recently done some pr6liminary studies on the p and 

compinents of rifO_amber/rifZ' and wild 
1 .  
-type merodiploid strains 

by the method of Matzura et al (J. Mol. Biol. in press, see 

section VIh). 

The preliminary results suggest that there is no 3:1 

difference in the fi or 	complement in log phase cultures of 

the two types of strain. Thus it does seem unlikely that a 
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large excess of the rif-gene product(s) are present in the wild-

type merodiplold as compared with the plf 0-amber au./_rif"  deriv-

atives, either as active enzyme or in an inactive form which 

includes the )6  or 1 'subunit. 	Further studies should clarify 

this point. 

The merodiplold cells can only tolerate a three fold reduct- 

ion in the 	-gene copies if a second mutation has occurred which 

increases the potential for the expression of the episomal rif r 

gene, (cis-acting),. or the potential expreeaiow'of both episomal 

and chromosomal genes (trans-acting) 

Again, this seems unlikely on the grounds of the total activity 

observed in crude extracts of stationary phase cells and the 

preliminary results obtained by measuring 	and 	on SDS gels, 

If the potential for the expression of the rifEgene in 

amber/rifr.  strains had increased three-fold by a cis-active 

mutation,. there should be 50% more 	gene product in these cells 

than in wild-type merodiplods, and 100% more than in the equiv- 

alent rif0  amber/eu? strains 	If the mutation is a trans-acting 

one, the strain £ °-D12 	 should have nearly three 

times the nif-gene product of wild typo haploids. None of these 

potential differences have yet been observe& (methods section Iii) 

However, further experiments are required to prove this point 

and in order to eliminate all possibilities, e.g mutations 

increasing rif" production only in log phase etc., studies of 

total activities in actively growing cells may be required. 

A control system exists which can maintain the number of 

total PNA poi3rmerase molecules in the cell at a fixed level at 

a given growth rate, irrespective of the number of f-gene copies 

in the cell. 
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This concept is attractive, as it could explain why no 

two-fold differences in enzyme activities of haploid and 

diploid cells was seen in crude extracts, (methods, section iii) 

as well as explaining the relattvly constant level of total act-

ivities in mutants with impaired chromosomal fgEnos. 

My results give no indication of what typo of control system 

this might be. However, if a.control system mea8uresthe 

total activity of polyinerase in the cell, it seems likely that 

this is done by the action of some product whose rate of trans-

cription and hence production depends on the RNA polymerase 

concentration. 

g) 	The nature of rif 
0-.amber mutations 

There is no doubt that the 	mutants selected in this 

experiment have amber mutations. One must therefore assume 

that their mutated gene has a protein product 	Since the 

mutations lead to the loss of rifampicin-sensitive core activity, 

It seems likely that this product is the 	subunit in at 

least some rjf°  mutants 	On the other hand, it cannot be 

assumed that all amber rif0  mutations map inside the P -gene 

For example, if the ,e .-gene forms part of a polyciatronic 

operon, polar amber mutatións in genes proximal to f would fall 

jnto the.jj°  c1ass 

Matzurai Mohmn and Maaboe (1 Mol4, Biol.,  in press) 

have studied the appearance of newly synthesised 8 and 

subunits after the synchronous initiation of messenger synthesis. 

Synchrony is achieved after the removal of rifanipicin from 

E. Coli cells 	Their results suggest that 	and fl  "may 

be translated from a polycistronic messenger, and if 80, that the 
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order of genes is 	, starting from 5' terminus, 	The 

times of appearance of the subunits suggests that the 	transc- 

ript may be the first gene transcript on the messenger, and tbatfl' 

follows immediately after it, If this is s, polar mutations 

in genes other than 	should not give the r 	phenotype as 

only genes proximal to the initiation point with respect to 

can have polar effects on the subunit. However, the synthesis 

or function of the 18-subunit may depend on a gene with a cis-

active protein product whose inactivation would therefore produce 

a rif mutant, For example, if subunit association were local- 

ised and irreversible, a lesion in 	or O would also inactivate 

this f enzyme, $omerif0  mutations may théefOre effect 

or cx , and should be recognisable, by investigation of the sub-

unite synthesised by our mutants. 

This might be done by purifying RNA polymerase from suppressed 

haploia rif°-amber mutants, and looking for differences in mobil-

ity of the subunits by cellogel chromatography. The suppre-

ssion should, in some cases, load to the incorporation, of an 

amino acid at the mutated site which has a different ionic 

charge than the amino acid found in that position in the wild-

type polypeptide, Unfortunately all known strong amber supp-

ressors insert neutral amino acids, and as amino acids with an 

excess charge are relatively infrequent in 'proteins, many mutants 

might have to be examined before such a change is found. 

Another approach would be to isolate 	and ' from 

whole cell lysates of the °-amber/ru ( merodiploicis by the 

techniques of Mataura et.,al(J. Mol Biol. -  in - press) 

The ,8 and 	polypeptidea are present in relatively 

large quantities in the cell, They are also big compared with 
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the bulk of Et  Coli oolypeptides and therefore run mo'e slowly On. 

SDS polyacrilamido gels than the rest of the celi proteins. 

The method consists of simply lysing cells labelled with radio-

active amino-acids; unfoldiig the polypeptides with SDS treat-

ment and applying the lysate to SDS gels. After an extended 

dlectrophoresis period, the gels are sliced and counted in a 

cntillation counter 	Two distinct' peaks are seen in the 

160,000 molecular wt region, They correspond exactly to the 

position of stained Pand 	bands seen when purified ,marker 

NA polymerasb is run On the gels.. 	If the amber mutation in a 

f-amber/f merodiploid eliminates say the chromosomally 

directed 	subutit, one, would expect to see an excess of 	sub- 

units in the cell.. This should be revealed as an assymetry in 

the peaks seen on the SDS gels* 	Any non-polar or weakly 

polar mutants in or fl' should be detected by this method, 

am at present starting such studies. 
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M&terip1s, gnd Metho4e. 

energl 'Materials. 

a) Media 

Ooid Nob, 2-,broth: Oxoid. No. 2 broth powder 25g;  distilled 

water i 1. 

IBrot 	(Lennox,1953) Difco tryptone lOg; yeast extract 59; 

NAU lOg;. distilled water I 1. (pH 7.2) 

Miaa 	NH
4 
 Cl20g; NH NO

3 	
Na2SO 8g; K2HPO,+ 12g; 

KPOk kg;  MSSOk 7H20 0.49;  distilled water I.A. 

U4nimal  Medium: (deflaan and Gross, 1962) Minimal (x)salts- 

diluted 14 in distilled water with, the addition of glucose to 0.. 

r: 	(Hubacek and Glover, 1970) KH2PO3g; Na0P0 4 7g; 

NaCl3g; MgSok (0,1 M solution) lOmi; GaC12  (0.001 M solution) 

lOmi; gelatin solution (1%) irni; distilled water I 1. 

OxQidnutritaR..r Oxoid No. 2 broth solidified with 12,5g/1 

of Davis New Zealand agar,*  

Min1al.ag: Minimal salts (xk) diluted 1:4 into molten solution 

of Davis New Zealand agar. (20g per litre) 

AminQ acids: Made as a solution of 2mg/mi and used at a final 

concentration of 20 /ml. 

Sugars: Made as 20% solutions and used at a fna1 concentration 

of 0,2% 
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Streptomycin: (Glaxo) Sterile powder lgadded to lOOml sterile 

distilled waters 	Used at final concentration of 100 /l. 

Rifàpi 	Fresh solutions were made for each use. Rifanipicin 

powder (Lepettit S p, A Milan) waG dissolved at suitable con-

centrations in sterile distilled water at 370  and used without 

further sterilisation. 

b), -_Strains. The prOperties of the basic strains used are shown 

in Table S. Properties of derivatives of these strains with 

different rif properties are described in the text. Fig, 9 

shows the positions of the markers used in these studies on the 

chromosome maps  and the extent of chromosomal material 

incorporated in- F' factors. 
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Lgen4. 	Fig, 2 

Fig. 9 shows the location of markers mentiood in the text 

on the 	chromosome, 	TayJ.or ana iror, Lyors 

F17 does not carry a = locus, even though its parent 

episome F14 can carry the regton 	Evidence for this is given 

blow: 

Elk can lose parts of its chromosomal segtent. Although 

the original F1  donor AB1206. 	 / Elk never loses its 

entire episome, (Pittard and amakrisr1afl)  1964) individual colonies 

of this strain show different transfer properties 	Up to 30% 

are unable to transfer __ showing that fl4 may lose this 

marker 	Amongst those which do transfer mta large percent- 

age (60% or more) may lose the 	region (Austin and Scaif'e, 

unpublished results; Yura, pors comm) At aoe stage in its 

history Fl4juZ has suffered such a dhange g  and sea result has 

lost the Zil gene 	Firstly I have demonstrated that F14 

cannot relaèe KLFIO in the majority of 	mutants (Table k 

Secnd1y the lac ' merodiploids of the putative amber mutants 

(amber jJf/Fl4su7) yield Dlfr mutants whose ri fr mutation is 

never (< io) transferred to recipient cells during conjugation'*  

1 
If only functional 	gene(s) in these merodipioids were carried 

on FlLs? the zur mutation ehould pass with the F' factor into 

a recipient cell 	Finally F14Z itself can be transferred to 

a !16Kmet strain.None of the ____ derivatives obtaino4 is 

rifampicin-sensitive t  showing that Flksu7 does not carry the 

rife  gene(s) 
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a) Isolation of rifampicin resistant mutants. 

Overnight cultures were, grown in Oxoid broth.. 0.1 ml of 

culture at 109 cells per ml was spread on Oxoid agar plates 

containing 200 	per inl of rifampicin. c. 10 resistant .colonies  

appear per plate on overnight incubation at 370;  representing 

a spontaneous mutation rate of 10 per viable cell 

b.2,  ...Transfer of RLF 10 by .matin. 

All host strains used for KLF. 10 have a me.tB marker. KLF 

10 was transferred by selecting for its jet13 character and 

counter selecting against the donor either with streptomycin 

(str-s donor; str-r recipient) or by omitting arginine fromm, the 

medium (arG str-r donor; 	stz,s recipient). 	Donor strains 

were grownovernlght on suitably supplemented minimal agar lack 

lug methionlne in order to maintain KL .10, 	An inoculum was 

made from this to Oxoid nutrient broth to give c.l x 106  cells 

per ml, The culture was incubated, without shaking, as a thin 

layer in a sterile flask. On reaching c. 3 x  10  cells per ml 

an equal volume of an overnight Oxoid broth culture of recipient 

cells was added. 	After 30' incubation at 37°C,  the culture 

was serially diluted and plated out on the selective medium,. 

The metB + character was transfe9od to the recipient cells at a 

frequency of 1 x 10 to 5 x 10 per donor cell, 
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c) Isolation of KLFIO factors carrying 

KLF TO was transferred to.SA2 metB str- 	 _ 

and SA20 metB str-s rec7 rifrS2O  as above. The purified 

derivatives were then streaked out (c, 10 cells per plate) 

on the minimal medium lacking methion±ne,. but containing 20O 

per ml of rifampicin. Resistant derivatives formed colonies 

at 1% of the total viable cell count. 	After purification, 

those resistant clones were used as donors of KLF 10 to 

M1SG st-r recA metB and after purification, transferred 1   

again, to V1655 m0tB st 	reck  jf (transfer to similar strains 

via th.termediate recipient). 	No rifampicin was present during 

these operations.. Wild type W1655  gives rifampicin resistant 

.17 mutants at . lO, Of the W1655.derivatives  above; all (of 32 

from independent original resistant derivatives) gave rise to 

resistant colonies at c. 1%. . Thus the KLFIO's now carry the 

f1  markers, and have formed 	5/rif heterogenots.. 	This 

is confirmed by transferring these factors back to 5A2 or SA20. 

Unlike wild-type KLFIO derivatives, all the recipient cells are 

fully rifampicin resistant, 

a) Construction of MI. for  studies jjsin gaber ouppresora. 

JC 1553 F lou ar 	rnet st1-r recA-1 	did not 

grow on melibiose as sole carbon sourse at 42 i.e. it lacks the 

Jac  permease function. 

The Hfr donor strain CA85 rec B 	contains .a j 

Z-Y114  amber mutation in the lae Z gene and retains erie-ce 

function. 	It transfers its chromosome In the order 

1acZ..Y14 	•+ $+ + 

The strains were crossed as above (Section lIb) except 
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that 1 hour was allowed for transfer, 	Dilutions were then 

plated on minimal me1ibe plates, selecting forst*. 

These were incubated at 42 O. 	Note that no recombinants can be 

formed in the recipient until the rec. marker is received from 

the donors  and that only etr-r segregants can grow, Colones 

appeared On the plates after 3 days, at a frequency of lO per 

donor cell. 	These were tested to find the reçA' segregants, by 

screening for sensitivity to O.OV6 metbylméthane suiphonate. 

(reef strains are highly sensitive to MMS as compared to 

Gross, personal communication). One such recombinant, Mi, 

proved to have the requirsd,gonotype; f g' AMC,Wa  
tr cA1  ac 

e) Slection of rif muant with hth leveli'if-resitance 

Six rifresjstant mutants of Mi were selected as above 

(Methods ha) but using 500 b7 of rifanpicin/ml in the selective 

plates, Extracts were made (methods ITh), and tested for 

rifampicin resistance i 	 Two were resistant to 100 /mi. 

One of these, AJ7, arg. metB str zk;ecA1 rifr-Z was used for 

construction of heterogenotes, 
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f) Constzuction of an isoenc recA set of home and hQterogeotes. 

500 	rifampicin 

Afl 	 AJ7 (see above, methods lie) 

1J7 argG metB str-r recA1 r1fr_J7 	> AJ700 arG 

rrmB• str reck  rifJ7. (by Hfr cross with KL16 str-s, which 

transfers rec+ early4 MMS resistance streptomycin resistant 

recombinants were selected on !1MS + streptomycin.nutrient agar 

plates,) 

M700 	 > 	 AJ700 mete 	/KLFIO me+ 

f (by 	J0  transfer; see section 11b), 

Homo gonotisation to give Qtja r2.. (as in section 

lic but with arginine added to minimal plates 

Transfer of KLF 10 rIfr. -J? and KLF,IO rifs to AJ1 rif S and 

______ to give: - 

recf- .jf/rj_5 	 (M2) 

recA-1 2Ur711s 	 (AJ39) 

recA-i fs/frJ7 	 (aJ38) 
req A-i j;f_j7/1r_j7 	 (AJ48) 

S) r4utagenesis 

2-amino purine  

The heterogonote strains were grown overnight on minimal 

agar piatea selecting for KLF 10 maintenance. 	An inoculum -was 

made to Oxold broth to give c. 5 x 106  cells/ml. 600 /mi of 

2-amino purine was.added, and the culture was Immediately divided 

into j ml cultures in 20 ml tubes. The tubes were incubated 

overnight at 30°C 	Each tube grew to c. 5 x 108  cells/mi. 



The procedure increased the total number of rifampicin resistant 

derivatives per viable cell 20-40 fold. 

il) 	N-methyl.N 'nitro - ni osg,iaxiidine 

A broth culture was prepared as in 1). This was grown 

with aeration to c i x 10 ce1ls/l at 370C, 5 /ml of 

NO (fresh solution) wasadded and incubation continued at 37 

for 15 minutes. The culture was then diluted 1:100 in broth, 

immediately split into ml cultures and incubated as in i): 

either at 300C (in .ts isolations) or at 370C. 	About 5% of the 

coils survive the 15 minute mutagenosis, and the total rifampicin 

resistant derivatives per viable dell are increased 50 fold* 

hL  flNA poiymerase pzepaxation. 

The first method used (for SA 2 extractions only) was that 

of Chamberlin and Berg, (1962), omitting the DEAE cellulose and 

subsequent stops. The preparations wee completely DNA depend- 

ent but were rather unstable, even when stored at -500C. 	The 

following method overcame this problem and allowed very small 

scale extractions to be made in a short time. 	.. 

ig (wet weight) of etatiOnary phase ce1lo grown in Oxoid 

nutrient broth was disrupted by soncation. 	P.NA.poiymerase 

was purified through the initial steps of the Burgess procedure 

,(3urgèss,1969). without the addition of DNase. 	The final 

precipitate from ammonium sulphate fractionation was redissolved 

in 1 ml of Burgess buffer A. The polymeraso activity was 

completely dependent on added DNA, and stable for at least 2. 

months at -500C,.  The protein concentration was in the range 

15-20 rag per ml. 
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i,) Enzyme  assay 

A modification of the Chamberlin and Berg (1962) assay was 

used, with ATP- 1 O (05 MC.",/ m.mole; Aersham.) and a large 

excess of salmon sperm DNA 	(Calbiochem, 0.4. mg/ml) 	Assay 

mixtures (0.1 ml) contained 0l-0.2mg. of enzyme protein and 

included 2mM, potassium phosphate (pH. 78) to inhibit poly-

nucleotide pho8phorylase, 

aly

nucleotidephopboryiase, 3er of yeast INA (P-LBiochemicals) to 

compete for riboñucleases, and 02 M. KCI. 	(So et al 71967) 

The activity of the  extracts showed no clear variation from 

strain to strain; 20 independent extracts gave a mean of 50 

(Standard deviation 12)•nanomoles of AMP incorporated per g 

(wet weight) of cells per 10 mm; assay. No significant varia-

tion between haploids, KLFIO merodiploids or merodiploide with 

ru 0  mutations was soen 

j) Pifarnj4cin reson$e 

Reaction mixtures were preincubated for 15 mins at 0 0  C 

with various concentrations of the drug before raising the 

temperature to 370  for the assay 

kLdeulIl 1ysogeny 

The lysogenised strains carry the lac- Y14 amber mutation 

In the Z gene (Brener and Beckwith, .1965) 	Lawns of the 

strains, on supplemented minimal medium with lactose as sole carbon 

source, were spotted with a sterile late of 980 	80duIIi 

(Brenner and Beckwith, 1965),  suspended in phage buffer 	After 

48 hours incubation at 37°C, lac+ colonies appeared and were 

purified by streaking for single colonies on the same medium. 
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A New Method for Selecting RNA Polymerase Mutants 

Rifampicin-sensitivity is found to be dominant to rifampicin-resistance. This 
property had been exploited to isolate a new class of mutants, rif-O whose pheno-
type can be ascribed to an alteration in the gone(s) coding for the DNA-dependent 
RNA polymerase. This class contains temperature-sensitive mutants which 
retain wild-type sensitivity to rifampicin. 

Certain drugs have recently been shown to act directly on the DNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase. These drugs include rifampicin (Wehrli, Kniisel, Schmid & Staehelin, 

1968) and streptovaricin (Mizuno, Yamazaki, Nitta & Umezawa, 1968) which inhibit 

the initiation of RNA synthesis. Another drug, streptolydigin, prevents elongation of 
the RNA molecule (Siddikhol, Erbstoeszer & Weisblum, 1969; Schleif, 1969). 

Mutants of Escherichia coli have been isolated which are resistant to these drugs. 
They synthesise an RNA polymerase resistant to the respective inhibitor in. vitro 

(Tocchini-Valentini, Marino & Colvill, 1968; Ezekiel & Hutchins, 1968; Yura & Igarashi, 

1968; Schleif, 1969). 
RNA polymerase has a "core" containing two small (a) subunits and two larger 

subunits, P and '. A fourth subunit, a, appears to endow specificity on the enzyme by 
facilitating proper initiation of the RNA chain (Travers & Burgess, 1969). Both 

rifampicin and streptolydigin act on the core enzyme (Travers & Burgess, 1969; 

di Mauro, et al. 1969; Rabussay & Zillig, 1969; Schleif, 1969). Mutations conferring 

resistance to these drugs map close to argHt on the E. coli chromosome (see below), 
implying that the genes for one or more core subunits map in this region. 

Which genes are they and what is the function of the subunits they code for? Further, 
is there a single unit of control (operon) containing more than one of these genes? We 
may be able to answer these questions if we can find mutants lacking one or more of 
the subunits. 

The enzyme-specific drugs have made an important contribution to our understand-
ing of the RNA polymerase. However, deletion, nonsense, frameshift or control 
mutations are unlikely to occur amongst drug-resistant derivatives, since the altered 
enzyme must still function. We have developed a procedure eliminating this problem. 
It depends on the observation that rifampicin-resistance is recessive to rifampicin-
sensitivity. Partial diploid rif-r/rif-s strains are sensitive to the drug. They yield 
resistant derivatives which include mutants (rif-O) whose rif-s gene has been inacti-
vated. Several mutants have been obtained by this procedure. Some of them appear 
to synthesise a heat-labile polymerase which is still sensitive to rifampicin. 

Rifampicin resistance is recessive to rifampicin sensitivity. Two rif-r mutations, S2 

and S20, have been used in our selection. They arose in W1655 metB str-s (Leberberg 

& Lederberg, 1953) and confer resistance to over 100tg of rifampicin/ml. They yield 
extracts containing an RNA polymerase with a marked resistance to rifampicin 

t Abbreviations used: genetic loci follow standard abbreviations. Less familiar ones are: rec, 
recombination-deficient; nj, rifampicin; str, streptomycin; -r, -s, resistance or sensitivity, respec-
tively. 
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TABLE 1 
In vitro assays of RNA polymerase extracted from the rifampicin- 

resistant strain SA20. 

	

Source 	 ['4C]ATP incorporated (ets/min) 

of 

	

extract 	Controls 	 Complete assay 	Complete assay 
without rifampicin 	with rifampicin 

	

No enzyme 	No DNA 	 lp.g/mi. 	1Oj.g/n2. 

	

W1655 F- 	101 	 73 	 2073 	 130 	 80 
SA20rsf.rS20 	131 	 116 	 5793 	 3891 	1508 

RNA polymerase was extracted by the method of Burgess, Travers, Dunn & Bautz (1969) 
and Burgess (personal communication), omitting the final purification (glycerol gradient) steps. 
The extracts were assayed for incorporation of [14C]ATP into trichloroacetic acid-insoluble ma-
terial according to the method of Chamberlin & Berg (1962) using salmon sperm DNA (0.3 mg/mi.). 
Phosphate buffer (0.02 ie), pH 7-8, was added to the reaction mixture to inhibit polynucleotide 
phosphorylase. The enzyme extracted from the strain 5A2 has essentially the same properties. 

(Table 1). We conclude that our mutations do not belong to a new class,,e.g. reducing 
permeability to the drug, but affect polymerase function. 

The bacteriophage P1 co-trarisduces rifampicin-, streptovaricin- and streptoly-
digin-resistance with argH (Babinet & Condamine, 1968; Yura & Igarashi, 1968; 
Schleif, 1969). They are therefore closely linked on the E. coli genetic map (Taylor 
& Trotter, 1967). The F factor, KLF10, carries a segment of the chromosome covering 
argH and extending to metB (B. Low, personal communication; Gross & Gross, 1969), 
so it should carry the rifampicin locus. As expected, both S2 and S20 are covered by 
KLF1O. 

The merodiploid metB rif-rS2 str-s rec /KLF10 metB + argH + rif-s grows on minimal 
- agar (de Haan & Gross, 1962). However, only 1% of the cells form-colonies when the 

medium contains 100 eg of rifampicin/mi. Thus the vast majority of the cells are 
inhibited by the drug even though they carry a rif-r mutation. The cells which do 
form colonies on rifampicin medium are rif-r/KLF1O rif-r homogenotes formed by 
recombination in the merodiploid. This conclusion is drawn from mating experiments 
showing that KLFJO in these derivatives (seven out of seven tested) does carry rif-r 
and from the observations (see below) that this resistant class is not formed when the 
strain carries a recA mutation. The recA mutation (Clark & Margulies, 1965) prevents 
recombination in the merodiploid strain (Clowes & Moody, 1966). These observations 
lead to the conclusion that rifampicin-resistance is recessive to wild-type sensitivity. 

Analogous heterogenotes have been constructed from 50 independent rif-r mutants 
of W1655 and JC1553 (Clark & Margulies, 1965). In every case rif-r is recessive to 
rif.s. We note that some streptovaricin-resistant mutations are dominant to sensiti-
vity (Yura & Igarashi, 1968). There may therefore be a similar rifampicin-resistant 
class which we have not yet found. 

The new selection procedure. The dominance of rifampicin sensitivity provides us with 
an opportunity to select mutants lacking the RNA polymerase subunit(s) responsible 
for sensitivity to this drug. A rif-r/KLFlOrif-s merodiploid should give rif-0 mutants in 
which the rif-s subunit(s) is inactive or missing. They should be able to grow in the 
presence of rifampicin, since unlike the parent they would only synthesise the rif-r 
polymerase. 
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The strain used in our first isolation was derived from JC1553. It has the genotype 
SA51 leu argG his metB recA str-r rif-rS51/K.LF10 metB argH rif-s.  Note that we 
can select for maintenance of the F' by omitting methionine from the growth medium, 
and that this strain will not form homogenotes because it has the recA mutation. 
SA51 plated on minimal agar supplemented with leucine, arginine, histicline and 
rifampicin yields rare resistant clones (1 in 10). These clones may have a new rif-r 
mutation of the F' factor. In addition we may find rif-O mutants whose lesion eliminates 
the rifampicin-sensitive subunit(s) coded by KLF10. 

The rif-O class can be distinguished by transferring the F' factor to W1655 metB 
rec + rif-s, selecting for the met + property carried on the episome. We tested 32 
isolates in this way. No met ' derivative (<10-7) from these crosses contained rif-r 
cells, implying that KLF10 had not acquired a new rif-r mutation. On the other hand 
the KLF10 in the isolates had changed, because when transferred to a rif-r S2 metB 
strain they yielded metmerodiploids which remained resistant to rifampicin. A 
KLF10 rif-O would have this property. 

Mutations which are rif-O also arise in a merodiploid carrying rif-s on the chromo-
some. In this case the mutation renders the haploid inviable, thus conferring an 
absolute requirement for KLFJO on the strain. 

Mutants were selected from a strain, derived from JC1553, with the genotype 
SA1001 metB recA leu argG his rif-s/KLF10 metB argH rif-rS20. On supplemented 
minimal medium containing rifampicin but no methionine, this strain gives resistant 
colonies at a frequency of 1 in 106.  We tested 30 of these. A majority (24) of the mutants 
(Table 2) never yielded spontaneous haploid (met) derivatives, nor could their 
KLF1O be displaced by an F-lac-pro factor (Scaife & Gross, 1962). In addition, it was 
found that acridine orange inhibition of F' replication (Hirota, 1960; Scaife 1966) 
prevented growth of these strains. Maintenance of KLF1O is therefore essential for 
viability of these mutants. Since these mutants were selected for growth in the 
presence of rifampicin, we suggest that their own RNA polymerase is either missing 
or inactive (rif-O). 

The remaining six mutants could lose KLF1O (see Table 2); four of them gave 
haploid (met ) derivatives which are resistant to rifampicin. In addition, two mutants 
were found whose haploid derivatives show wild-type sensitivity to the drug, their 
growth being inhibited at 10 ftg/ml. On re-infection with KLF10rif-rS20 they again 
became rif-r, suggesting that the chromosome has acquired a mutation making rif-
ampicin-sensitivity recessive to rifampicin-resistance. 

Temperature-sensitive rif-O mutants. We have been able to select temperature-
sensitive rif-O mutations. A KLFlOrif-r merodiploid carrying such a mutation is 
rifampicin-resistant at 42°C but rifampicin-sensitive at 30°C. Unlike other rif-O 
mutants, such strains can yield haploid derivatives. These are rifampicin-sensitive. 
Moreover, as expected if their RNA polymerase is inactive at 42°C, the haploid de-
rivatives are themselves temperature-sensitive. 

To enrich for temperature-sensitive mutants, which are most likely to be the result 
of single base changes, we treated the heterogenote with a mutagen, 2-aminopurine, 
which induces base transitions (Freese, 1963). A mutagenized culture (Arditti, Scaife 
& Beckwith, 1968) of SA1001 contained about 2 x 10 rifampicin-resistant cells. 
This represents a 20-fold increase over the spontaneous rate. The culture contained 
an increased proportion (54%) of derivatives with a new resistance mutation, indica-
ing that rifampicin resistance can be the result of a single base change. 
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TABLE 2 

The properties of rifampicin-resistant derivatives of SA1001 

Temperature 

Strain 	 % of total Dependence On 	
rif property 	sensitivity 

isolated KLF10 for survival of haploid 
(met) of haploid 

derivative 	(met) 
derivative 

Parent Independent nj-s t,+ 
SAI001. his len argO metB 
recA lac-  etr-r rsf-8/KLF10 
metB + argH + rif-nS20 

Spontaneous derivatives 
SA1002-SA1025 80 Dependent No haploids No haploids 
SA1051-SA1054 13 Independent rif-r 
SA1061-SA1062 7 Independent nj-s 

2-aminopurine induced 
derivatives 

SA1101-SA1123 46 Dependentt - - 
SA1130-SA1157 54 Independentf nj-n ts 
SA1161-SA1162 01 Independent nsf-s 

at 30°C only 

Dependence of a strain on KLF10 for survival was tested in three ways. 
Broth cultures were screened for spontaneous haploid (met-) derivatives. SA1001 gave up to 

5%. 
Cultures were induced to segregate haploid (met) derivatives by growing for 20 hr in L-broth 

pH 78 containing 25 ig of acridine orange/ml. (British Drug Houses) (Bastarrachea & Willetts, 
1968). Under these conditions SA1001 gave 90 to 100% met derivatives. 

Young broth cultures (2 x 10°/mi.) were mated against an F pro lack donor, selecting for 
lao+ recombinants on ninima1 medium containing methionine to permit segregation of KLF1O. 
Strains dependent on KLF1O gave essentially no lack recombinants. Independent strains gave up 
to 10% lao +recombinants  which on testing proved to be met. 	- - - 	 - 

2-Aminopurine nitrate (Calbiochem) was used under the conditions described by Arditti et al. 
(1968). 

Based on acridine studies only. 

Temperature-sensitive mutants were obtained by plating the mutagenized culture on 
selective rifampicin agar and incubating at 42°C. The colonies formed were replicated 
to the same medium and incubated at 30°C. About 0.1% of the colonies were unable 
to grow on rifampicin medium at this temperature. Two of them have been investi-
gated further. 

The two derivatives gave a high proportion of haploid (met) cells when subcultured 
at 30°C in L-broth (Lennox, 1955) containing 25 g of acridine orange/mi. (see Table 
2). The met-  colonies when streaked on supplemented minimal medium containing 
even a low concentration (10 tg/ml.) of rifampicin are unable to grow at any tem-
perature. In addition we find that these colonies are temperature-sensitive, being able 
to grow at 30°C but not at 42°C even in the absence of rifampicin. We conclude that 
the haploid derivatives have a chromosomal mutation which makes them tempera-
ture-sensitive, but not rifampicin-resistant. They are therefore different from the 
ts-mutants of Igarashi & Yura (1969) which are concomitantly resistant to the 
selective drug (streptovaricin). We suggest that their temperature-sensitivity is due 
to the thermal lability of their RNA polymerase, and are currently investigating the 
in vitro properties of the enzyme. 
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